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Endorsed by the 
Sacramento District 
Dental Society

Changing employment laws and a litigation-conscious public can intimidate the 
most confident dentists. Especially when practice employees are prepared to take legal action 
if they feel an employer breached their rights. With insights from Employment Practice Liability claims 
experience and calls to our Risk Management Advice Line, TDIC’s seminar shows how to best handle 
employment concerns. Gain the caution and control to navigate past potential violations such as 
pregnancy discrimination, termination and sexual harassment.*

Get expert advice while earning C.E. credits and a
5% Professional Liability premium discount for two years.
Even better, take the seminar online at your convenience.

See more ways we reduce your risk at tdicinsurance.com
• Confidential guidance through our Risk Management Advice Line
• Publications dedicated to exploring timely dentistry liability issues
• Helpful guides, informed consent forms and sample manuals
• A variety of live and eLearning C.E.-eligible seminars 

Protecting dentists. It’s all we do.®
   

800.733.0633 | tdicinsurance.com | CA Insurance Lic. #0652783

*Due to the sensitive nature of the issues being addressed and our employer-oriented approach, 
this course is available to dentists and their spouses only.

TDIC policyholders who 
complete a seminar or 
elearning option will 
receive a two-year, 5% 
Professional & Dental 
Business Liability premium 
discount effective their 
next policy renewal. To 
obtain the two-year, 5% 
Professional & Dental 
Business Liability premium
discount, California dentists 
must successfully complete 
the seminar by April 28, 
2018. Any eLearning tests 
received after the deadline 
will not be eligible for the 
discount. Nonpolicyholders 
who complete a seminar
or eLearning option and 
are accepted for TDIC 
coverage will also be 
eligible for this discount.

Caution + control:

Reducing 
employment 
liability



February 2018 is National Children’s Dental 
Health Month. The ADA is promoting the 
“Tooth Team” with their message “Brush 
your teeth with fluoride toothpaste and clean 
between your teeth for a healthy smile.” The 
goal is to raise awareness of the importance 
of oral health.

The Sacramento District Dental Society 
is further promoting children’s dental 
health with our “Smiles for Kids Day” on 
Saturday February 3rd, 2018 throughout the 
greater Sacramento region. The numbers of 
children needing treatment is down this year 
which is actually GREAT! We are making 

a difference in children receiving care 
throughout the year. They are being guided 
to more permanent ‘dental homes.’

Children are one of our most valuable future 
resources and we can’t let them suffer from 
dental neglect. The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (more commonly 
known as the CDC) states that tooth decay is 
one of the most common chronic conditions 
of childhood in the United States. They also 
emphasize that children who have poor oral 
health often miss more school and receive 
lower grades than children who don’t. Their 
2012 stats indicate: 

• 1 of 5 (20%) of children aged 5 to 11 
years have at least one untreated decayed 
tooth. 

• 1 of 7 (13%) of adolescents aged 12 to 19 
years have at least one untreated decayed 
tooth.

• Children aged 5 to 19 years from low-
income families are twice as likely (25%) 
to have cavities compared with children 
from higher-income households (11%).

• Tooth decay is still one of the greatest 
unmet treatment needs among children.

Mother Theresa said “if you can’t feed a 
hundred people, then just feed one.” The 
dental corollary is if you can’t treat a hundred 
children then just treat one. Some of our 
“Smiles for Kids” patients are going to need 
follow up care. Please consider ‘adopting’ one 
(not a hundred) of these of children. Contact 
SDDS if you are interested or please don’t 
hang up on us if we contact you.

Make a Difference!

delmoremd@netscape.net 
(916) 929-6789 - Office

President's Message

By Margaret Delmore, MD, DDS
2018 SDDS PresidentEvery Child Matters!
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DON’T MISS THIS GREAT CE OPPORTUNITY!

8:00am • Registration  
8:30am–1:30pm • Class

SDDS Classroom  
2035 Hurley Way, Suite 200 
Sacramento, CA 95825

Friday, March 23, 2018
Continuing Education
5 CEU, CORE • $199

Creating Endodontic Excellence
Presented by Clifford J. Ruddle, DDS, FACD, FICD
Sponsored by Dentsply Sirona

Predictably successful endodontics is dependent on shaping canals, 3D cleaning, and 
filling root canal systems. Evidence-driven techniques will be presented to demonstrate the 
procedural steps that comprise start-to-finish endodontics. Specifically, this lecture will focus 
on those factors that influence success, including endodontic anatomy, pulpal breakdown, 
access cavities, glide path management, shaping canals, and 3D disinfection. 

There can be no keener 
revelation of a society’s 

soul than the way in which 
it treats its children.
-Nelson Mandela

www.sdds.org • February 2018  |  5



It’s MidWinter time – hope you are signed up to attend (there’s still time). This 
is a great way to get your CE for two days, meet your colleagues and dental 
friends, include your team members and learn lots of “dental stuff!”

It’s Smiles for Kids time – we’ve been preparing for this since August! The 
school screenings are done, the navigation to dental homes is done, the school 
nurses and coordinators have worked hard to filter out those kids who really 
do “fall through the cracks.” This year we will have 14 different sites open. The 
good news is that this is LESS sites than we have had in the past. Why good 
news? Because more and more kids... 

1) have a dental home and visit the dentist on a more regular basis; 

2) have good oral health and don’t need treatment; 

3)  aren’t “falling through the cracks,” meaning they have care options  
and are using it!

The final screening numbers are great – 75% of the kids have great oral health, 
and less than 5% have urgent needs. The 20% are those that we identified 
that they need a bit of oral health treatment and encouraged them to visit 
their dentists. These numbers are markedly improved – our work is definitely 
showing positive results! But, we stay the course and continue to do the good 
work!

We do still have about 350 kids we will be treating. Some offices are adopting 
their own kids and we are placing the others we have identified throughout the 
school systems. Do you have a family in your practice that has fallen on some 
hard times? Feel free to give them a call and ‘adopt’ them – just to help them 
out. And if you do, let us know and we will include your generosity in our 
final numbers. (Just call us at SDDS and we’ll send you the form to fill out!)

SDDS “sales” is kicking it up! Hoping our members’ offices will support our 
First Tooth OR First Birthday Campaign. These refrigerator magnets can 
be imprinted with your office phone number and your logo. We’re hoping 
– in the next 6 months – to get this logo out all over the community. Look 
for us on busses and on billboards. And we will be referring our MEMBER 
DENTISTS on all calls that we get looking for dentist referrals – another 
wonderful MEMBER BENEFIT!

So, happy February!  
Hope it’s filled with lots of love 

Cathy's Corner

February Activities –    
It’s crazy, it’s fun! 

By Cathy B. Levering
SDDS Executive Director
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As a pediatric dentist, obviously Children’s 
Dental Health Month means something to 
me. However, children’s dental health is a 
priority within my private practice all year 
long. This time of year I try to reflect on how 
I can bring more meaning to my profession 
and how I can grow as a professional. I want 
to offer my patients and their families the 
very best of me and the very best of what’s 
innovative in pediatric dentistry. When I 
set out to build my new office in Roseville 
about 4 years ago, not only was I looking for 
innovation in materials and technology, but I 
was looking into how I could create a model 
that would ensure a successful practice. 
Establishing “Essentials for a Dynamic 
Pediatric Practice” represents my quest to 
bring value to my profession and my patients.

For a large part of my professional career, 
pediatric dentistry was status quo. Innovation 
seemed to be happening in a lot of other areas 
of dentistry except pediatrics. Now don’t 
get me wrong, I can really appreciate that 
nitrous oxide can turn me into a pediatric 
dentist of “super hero” status and it has 
been used in pediatrics for a long time! In 
my office, our “Happy Air” has turned some 
of our most fearful patients into amazing, 
cooperative dental patients that love coming 
to the dentist. I hope you enjoy “Ten Facts 
People Should Know About Nitrous Oxide.” 
It highlights what we as pediatric dentists 
love about the stuff, and hopefully answers 
questions that the rest of you might have. 

Pediatric Dentistry is multi-faceted. Treating 
our little patients is not a “one-size-fits-all” 
by any means. Dr. Warren McWilliams tells 
us why hospital dentistry is his choice for 

treating pediatric patients in “Why Choose 
the Hospital.” Limiting his practice to this 
method accomplishes his goal of treating his 
patients safely and definitively. Dr. James 
Musser discusses the Denti-Cal system and 
the changes that are happening currently. He 
discussed the need that exists in this patient 
population in his article “Get Me On Flight 

Number 505.”  Dr. Rothman advises caution 
with “The N.B.T. in Pediatric Dentistry.” 
The N.B.T. (next best thing) may not always 
be what it seems according to him. Let the 
buyer beware means we need to be cautious 
with any new or even established technique, 
material, or technology.

For me, being a mom has definitely made me 
a better pediatric dentist. I’ve always wanted 
to approach my career as how I would want 
my own children treated. This shapes a 
lot of the choices about what I choose to 
offer my patients – would I want my own 
children to have this option? I’ve also had the 
experience of walking in my patient’s shoes 
and having to make a treatment decision for 

my daughter, not just as her dentist, but also 
as her mom. This was my introduction to 
pediatric zirconia crowns and the company 
EZ Pedo/Sprig. In the article “When It 
Becomes Personal,” this is actually my 
personal journey in choosing what I felt was 
the best treatment for my own child. It was 
wonderful to have something new to choose 
from and I truly feel this prompted me to 
seek innovative treatments that I could offer 
to my own patients in my practice.

I have been truly blessed over the years with 
amazing staff. We all know who these people 
are within our practice. My chairside assistant 
is one of those people. She loves learning and 
researching new products and techniques for 
our practice. She asks questions all the time 
and we would often joke together that she 
is a D.D.S. at heart. I love that she took the 
time to write the article “Things That Show 
Assistants Care.” This truly comes from her 
heart – she cares and it shows.

It’s funny, I often get the question “how do 
you work on kids”? “Isn’t it so hard”? No, 
the majority of the time it’s smooth sailing 
and I love it passionately! I’m so thankful to 
be doing what I love and hope to continue 
for many years to come. Children’s Dental 
Health Month is an opportunity to celebrate 
this. It’s a time to raise awareness about how 
important developing good habits at a young 
age are. This will ultimately lead to a good 
start towards a lifetime of healthy teeth 
and gums and this is something we can all 
celebrate, regardless of our specialty.  

From the Editor’s Desk

Helping to Provide 
A Good Start By Joelle Speed, DDS

Associate Editor

Children’s Dental Health 
Month... It’s a time to 

raise awareness about 
how important developing 

good habits at a young 
age are. 

www.sdds.org • February 2018  |  7
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YOU SHOULD  KNOW
ADA LEGISLATIVE NOTIFICATION 
From your ADPAC Chair, Dr. Gary Ackerman

As a result of significant advocacy efforts by grassroots dentists and your ADA lobbying team, 
Congress is poised to pass a tax bill that we believe will be of value to the vast majority of dentists 
in this country. Outlined below are some of the key provisions that will benefit you, your practice and 
ultimately many of your patients.

Individual Rates: The bill would preserve the seven-rate structure for individuals, while modifying 
the rates in tax years 2018 through 2025 as follows:

 Rate Joint returns Head of household Individuals
 10 percent $0-$19,050 $0-$13,600 $0-$9,525
 12 percent $19,051-$77,400 $13,601-$51,800 $9,526-$38,700
 22 percent $77,401-$165,000 $51,801-$82,500 $38,701-$82,500
 24 percent $165,001-$315,000 $82,501-$157,500 $82,501-$157,500
 32 percent $315,001-$400,000 $157,501-$200,000 $157,501-$200,000
 35 percent $400,001-$600,000 $200,001-$500,000 $200,001-$500,000
 37 percent >$600,000 >$500,000 >$500,000

 Standard Deductions: The standard deduction would be increased as follows in 2018:
• To $24,000 from $12,700 for joint filers.
• To $18,000 from $9,350 for heads of household.
• To $12,000 from $6,350 for individuals.

179 Expensing: The bill expands businesses ability to immediately expense some of the costs 
of qualifying property such as off-the-shelf computer software and some real property. Currently 
$500,000 can be expensed unless more than $2 million in property is bought. Under the final tax bill, 
as much as $1 million could be expensed and expensing would be expanded to include furniture, as 
well as nonresidential roofs, heating and air conditioning systems, and fire and alarm systems.

Cash Accounting: The bill allows corporations and partnerships with corporate partners with 
average gross receipts of as much as $25 million (indexed for inflation) to use cash accounting. The 
measure would also allow farm corporations and partnerships with gross receipts of as much as 
$25 million to use cash accounting. Eligible businesses could use cash accounting even if they had 
inventories.

Student Loan Interest Deduction (SLID): Previous versions of the bill intended to completely repeal 
the student loan interest deduction. The final bill retains the student loan interest deduction at its 
current levels. The bill would also maintain the tax the tuition waivers that graduate students receive 
from education institutions as income, previous versions had repealed this deduction.

Pass-Through Deduction: The deduction would be limited for certain professional services 
businesses, including those in health, law and accounting. It would only be fully available for service 
businesses with income of $157,500 or less for individual filers or $315,000 for joint/married filers 
and would phase out for incomes greater than those thresholds.*

Outlook: The House is expected to vote today (Tuesday) and the Senate either Tuesday night or 
Wednesday. Discussions about a “follow-up” bill to address the need for some “technical changes” 
are already underway. 

Your advocacy efforts were instrumental in ensuring that the tax provisions that would benefit 
dentists were specifically considered in the development of the final tax bill. It will be important 
that all dentists determine their own level of benefit from the final bill -- numerous factors such as 
geographic location, property ownership, family structure etc., will all play into determining their 
bottom line tax benefit. 

*ADA staff will have specifics on the pass-through provision and how it impacts your practice 
sometime in the near future.

DAMAGE TO TEETH  
AMONG REASONS TO STOP 
BITING NAILS
Reprinted with permission from ADA

Business Insider (1/4, Russo) discussed 
reasons to stop biting nails, stating that 
although it is a common habit affecting about 
“20-30% of people,” it’s also an unhealthy 
one. The article explained that biting nails 
“increases the chances of teeth cracking, 
chipping, or wearing down,” and the habit may 
also damage nails and increase the risk of 
infections and illnesses. To stop biting nails, the 
article recommended keeping “nails trimmed 
and applying a preventative polish.” 

MouthHealthy.org provides additional 
information on nail biting for patients. 
http://www.mouthhealthy.org/en/bad-
habits

IT’S NOT TOO LATE  
TO PAY YOUR 2018 DUES
Call the SDDS office with a credit card to lock 
in your 2018 membership. You don’t want to 
miss out on the benefits we offer! 

BROADWAY: WE GET REALLY 
GREAT SEATS AND IT’S 
A FUNDRAISER FOR THE 
FOUNDATION
Tickets are still available for these fun shows.

Finding Neverland - April 12, 2018 
American in Paris - May 23, 2018

Sign up online at sdds.org/foundation 
or use the included insert!

www.sdds.org • February 2018  |  9



By Cathy Jameson, PhD
Jameson Management, Inc.

Dr. Jameson, PhD, is found-
er of Jameson Management, 
a management, marketing 
and hygiene coaching firm, 
helping dentists and teams 
increase productivity and 
profitability. As a speaker, 
she delivers entertaining and 
educational programs to au-
diences worldwide. Cathy 
is a best-selling author. Her 
most recent title is Creating a 
Healthy Work Environment.

There is a special place in heaven for pediatric dentists and their teams. 
Children are not small adults. They are human beings going through 
normal stages of growth and life. The pediatric practice becomes and 
remains healthy when excellent clinical and management principles, 
specific to your specialty, are closely tied to the “human” principles of 
children or young people. Therein lies the key to success: combining 
people skills with management skills. At Jameson Management, we 
have a specific division that focuses on pediatric practices. Let’s look 
at 10 essentials for a dynamic, successful pediatric practice based on 
the experience of our pediatric consultants.

Develop a practice that 
epitomizes excellent care of 

both the business and children. 
One goes hand in hand with the 
other. 
In a pediatric practice, you have certain 
requirements and issues. Your management 
systems must be established, administered, 
and monitored appropriately. The success 
of your practice will be in direct proportion 
to the success of your systems. Each system 
is vital. And—each system is tied to every 
other system. The efficiency and effectiveness 
of your systems allow you to focus on the 
business at hand—taking care of the 
children and their parents. In each and every 
encounter, settle for nothing but the best. 
Focus on both the physical and emotional 
needs of each child. One is tied to the other. 

Create and deliver a new 
patient “experience” that is 

fun for the kids and informative 
and motivational for the parents.
The new patient experience is both the 
child’s and the parent’s introduction to your 
practice—and (hopefully) to a long-term 
relationship with you. From the parent’s 

initial meeting with you (perhaps through 
a referral or through your marketing) and 
throughout each successive encounter, 
the relationship moves in one direction or 
another. Every person on the team can make 
or break the relationship.

Kids are kids. They want and need to have 
fun. Keep their interest and meet them 
where they are coming from, and you will 
go a long way together. 

When learning is informational and 
motivational for both parents and children, 
they gain insights, and your mutual 
relationship is nurtured. This type of 
reciprocal relationship fosters successful 
treatment, encourages cooperation, and 
builds long-term commitment. 

Plan, prepare, and present 
your recommendations 

excellently using visual aids—
particularly photography. 
Approximately 83 percent of learning takes 
place visually—for all people no matter what 
their age. Therefore, use visual aids to educate 
both children and parents. Remember that 
kids today (and most of their parents) have 
grown up with something digital in their 
hands. So again, meet them where they are 

For a Dynamic, Successful 
Pediatric Practice

CUTTING EDGE DENTISTRYCHILDREN’S DENTAL HEALTH

10 Essentials
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coming from. Use photography, visual 
education programs, video and digital 
formats. They could probably run the 
programs for you. Use visual aids, and you 
will have a much more cooperative child.

Develop the role of 
a patient or surgical 

coordinator. 
The responsibilities of a patient or surgical 
coordinator are adaptable according to the 
needs of your individual practice. However, 
in today’s sophisticated world of dentistry, 
finding a qualified and dependable person 
to fill this role is essential. This person will 
provide third-party back-up support for 
the doctor’s treatment recommendations, 
make financial arrangements, and schedule 
appointments—both in the office and in the 
hospital, when appropriate. 

Coordinating schedules and making sure 
that patients/parents are well-informed is 
critical for assuring patient compliance and 
cooperation. This coordinator can be your 
liaison with the offices of your referring 

colleagues. The referring doctors need and 
want to be “in the loop” regarding patients 
whom they have referred to you. 

Follow-up and follow-through are vital 
elements of your office success. 

Stay in contact with 
your referring doctors 

and their teams by scheduling 
special events and/ or offering 
informative courses. Make 
sure that your referral sources 
understand the following about 
your practice: 1) you can see all 
children, not just children with 
special needs or behavioral 
challenges, and 2) you will send 
referred patients back to their 
original doctor, if that is their 
request. 
Develop and refine your system of nurturing 
referrals—the lifeblood of your practice. 

While your external marketing protocols 
will certainly help your new-patient flow and 
your existing patient retention, your internal 
marketing, including nurturing referrals 
from other healthcare professionals, remains 
a stronghold for your practice development. 

Consider hosting social events for these 
referring practices. Include the entire team. 
You want to have a solid, trusting relationship 
with the referring doctor. However, patients 
(parents) will often prefer to converse with 
a team member who they particularly like 
or trust. So include team members when 
you invite referring doctors to your office. 
Let them see who you are, what you do, 
and why coming to you is a good idea. Host 
CE programs that benefit the entire team. 
Serve a nice lunch at the CE event. Give 
door prizes, etc. Make it fun, informative, 
and motivational. Invest money in order to 
make this a memorable, high-quality event. 

Make sure your entire team is there—
hosting and interacting. Pass out material 
about your practice. Have the doctor or a 
team member welcome the guest group and 

Continued on following page...
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briefly introduce what you emphasize in your 
practice. Make sure that you clearly identify 
the type of children you see and outline 
how you welcome patients to your practice. 
Also, acknowledge certain situations in 
which a patient may be referred to you for 
a particular treatment while emphasizing 
your willingness to return the patient to the 
general practice, if so desired. 

Make a point of thanking the attendees. The 
purpose of this event is to show appreciation 
to the referring practice.

Scheduling is the heartbeat 
of your practice. Be 

prepared. Know the school 
holidays. Identify your home-
schooled children so that 
they may be called on short 

notice. Determine how many 
children from the same family 
can be seen at one visit. Learn 
proven ways to reduce broken 
appointments and no-shows.
Your parents will be very grateful that 
you know when their children will be in 
or out of school. Your efforts to schedule 
appointments during those times provides 
excellent customer service and is also a good 
marketing strategy. Of course, your kids who 
are home schooled will be available at times 
when children in public or private schools are 
unavailable. Keep track of those kids. 

Jameson Management consultant, Dru 
Halverson, RDH, recommends that you try 
the “every other” appointment scenario. For 
example you can say, “Mrs. Jones, I’m sure 
you can appreciate that all of our parents 
would like the after-school appointments. 

And so, in order to accommodate everyone 
to the best of our ability, we schedule one 
appointment after school and the next one 
during school hours. Then we switch back. 
In this manner, everyone has a chance to 
schedule those after-school, popular times.”

If you allow more than one child to come at 
a scheduled appointment time, make sure the 
parents understand that you are making an 
exception, and that you must be able to count 
on them showing up on time. If they cancel 
at the last minute, of course, you will not be 
able to reserve that much time in the future. 

Send a welcome packet and ask the parents 
to fill out the information sheets and health 
history forms. Ask them to send these 
documents back to you prior to the 
appointment. This will reduce your broken 
appointments and no-shows at those first 
visits. Data has shown that when someone 
completes the forms and sends them back—
either physically or digitally—they will be 
more likely to show up.

Communicate with your 
kids: know that your 

children hear everything, see 
everything, and are frightened 
of everything. Use your visual 
aids, digital teaching tools, and 
comforting words. Be interested 
in them personally. Make their 
day—know their sports teams, 
pets, and special interests. 
Communication is the bottom line to your 
success. Relationships depend on accurate and 
empathetic communication. All our senses 
are involved in effective communication. 
Tour your own office and see what it says. 
Is it comforting? Child friendly? Fun? Use 
visual aids throughout every encounter. 
Focus on the senses— constructively. Use 
music, fragrance, colors, activities, tasty 
oral products, visual educational materials, 
and hands-on teaching tools —things your 
patients and their parents can hear, smell, 
see, taste, and touch. 

Speaking of hearing and music, it’s been said 
that the sound of a person’s name is music to 
their ears. Personalize every encounter with 
the child and/or the parent. Know their 
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names. Call them by name. Know something 
about them. This is another reason why it is 
so valuable to send the welcome packet prior 
to the appointment. 

Brenda McNulty, Jameson Management 
consultant and pedo specialist, says that 
when anyone—but specifically a child— 
realizes that you know something about 
them and care about them, they respond by 
opening up, connecting, and listening. And, 
by the way, the better you listen to the child 
(or parent), the better they will listen to you 
when it comes time for you to speak, teach, 
or recommend. 

Communicate with the 
parents: know that they feel 

badly if their child has a cavity or 
any other issue. Empathize while 
you educate. 
McNulty points out that oftentimes when 
a parent is shown a disturbing condition 
in their child’s mouth, they feel guilty 
and distressed. This drives home the point 
that education is valuable, not only to the 
child but also to the parents. Show parents 
the photos of their child’s mouth. Don’t 
sugarcoat the situation. Focus on how to 
restore the child’s health and how to prevent 
further deterioration. Focus on what can be. 
Give them the instruction and motivation to 
handle home care in a more proactive and 
effective manner. 

If things have improved when they return for 
their next visit, be sure to note that and give 
the parent positive reinforcement for work 
well done. Even though things may not be 

perfect, provide that constructive 
reinforcement. Michael LeBoeuf says, “That 
which is rewarded is repeated.” Appreciation 
and acknowledgement are the most powerful 
of all rewards and motivators. 

School visits and 
community outreach are 

vital. Know your school nurses 
and teachers. They care about 
their students and will value 
your support of them and their 
students. 
You are a part of a compassionate healthcare 
team. School nurses, teachers, principals, 
and lay persons are all interested in the health 
and well-being of the children in their 
school—or they wouldn’t be there. When 
you take an interest in the children at their 
school, they will wrap their arms around 
you. Provide educational events, celebrate 
Children’s Dental Health Month, or provide 
toothbrushes and toothpaste along with 
training sessions. Be there. Be a significant, 
participating member of the school’s 
educational team. Show you care. 

Turn to the AAPD for 
marketing support and 

practice-development tools. 
The American Academy of Pediatric 
Dentistry provides courses on all aspects 
of clinical, management and marketing 
for your practice. In addition, they provide 
materials to support your practice and 
educate your parents and kids. When you 

are planning CE events for your referring 
doctors or scheduling educational events 
for your schools, you can access AAPD 
materials that are applicable to your event. 
The academy introduces new materials, 
technology, and products at their annual 
sessions and at state and local venues. Be a 
part of your supportive organization. Access 
the marketing and practice-development 
tools that they provide.

In Summary 
Your pediatric practice provides unique, 
essential care for a healthy, growing child. You 
are definitely “on purpose” with the service 
and care you deliver. Excellent management 
systems combined with effective people skills 
support your ability to provide outstanding 
clinical treatment. This combination leads 
to a dynamic, successful pediatric practice. 
Study the 10 essentials described in this 
article. Ask yourself, “What am I doing 
well?” Acknowledge those things. Reinforce 
them. Keep doing them. Then ask yourself 
the more productive question, “How can I 
do these things even better?” Therein lies the 
key element for growth. Follow this path of 
continual improvement —a path designed to 
ensure your success.  

WESTERN PRACTICE SALES 
John M. Cahill Associates 

800.641.4179 

Tim Giroux, DDS Jon Noble, MBA 

What separates us from other 
brokerage firms? 

 
 
 

Our extensive buyer database allows us to offer you 
    

A Better Candidate 
A Better Fit      

A Better Price 
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People {SHOULD} Know  
About Nitrous Oxide

10.
An American dentist, Horace 
Wells, is recognized as the father 
of anesthesia.
Nitrous was first used in dentistry in the 
1840s by Horace Wells, a dentist in Hartford, 
Conn., when he inhaled the agent prior to the 
extraction of one of his own teeth.1 Today, 
nitrous oxide usage in pediatric dentistry is 
so common that it’s use is often considered a 
routine adjunct for behavior management. In 
fact, recent studies show that 97 percent of 
pediatric dentists use nitrous (laughing gas) 
in their offices.2

9. 
It is impossible to induce general 
anesthesia with nitrous oxide as 
a sole agent.
The minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) 
of nitrous oxide is 104 percent, making 
it impossible to induce general anesthesia 
with nitrous oxide as the sole agent. It is 
the least potent of all anesthetic gases in 
use today. When administering general 
anesthesia, nitrous oxide is commonly used 
in combination with other volatile agents. 
Be aware that patients undergoing nitrous 
oxide sedation in concentrations greater 
than 50 percent—or in combination with 
other sedating medications (e.g. midazolam/
Versed, meperidine/Demerol)— have an 
increased risk for falling into moderate or 
deep sedation.

8.  
Nitrous oxide has an excellent 
safety record with no evidence 
of mortality when used 
appropriately and as the sole 
agent in a dental office.
The main inherent danger in nitrous oxide use 
is hypoxia. However, fail-safe mechanisms 
ensure a minimum oxygen concentration of 
30 percent is delivered in the gas mixture. 
Other safety considerations include the 
following: a) preventing the interchange 
of connections via the pin-index safety 
system and diameterindex system, b) having 
appropriate scavenging systems to minimize 
room air contamination and occupational 
risks, and c) providing available emergency 
equipment— specifically a 650-liter “E” 
cylinder of oxygen.4

7.  
Diffusion hypoxia can lead to 
patients experiencing headaches 
and disorientation.
Nitrous oxide is 34 times more soluble 
than nitrogen in blood. At the end of the 
procedure, 100 percent oxygen should be 
administered for five minutes to prevent 
the rapid release of nitrous oxide from the 
bloodstream into alveoli which then dilutes 
the concentration of oxygen, increasing the 
risk of hypoxia. Acute hypoxia may result 
in patients experiencing headaches and 
disorientation. Also, remember that children 
desaturate more quickly than adults.3

By Stephanie Rashewsky, DMD

Dr. Rashewsky received 
her DMD from the Har-
vard University School 
of Dental Medicine. She 
is dual-trained in both 
anesthesia and pediat-
ric dentistry, receiving 
her certificate in dental 
anesthesia from Stony 
Brook University Medi-
cal Center in New York 
and her certificate in 
pediatric dentistry at 
the Children’s Hospital 
of Philadelphia and the 
University of Pennsyl-
vania. Dr. Rashewsky is 
board eligible in pediat-
ric dentistry, a fellow of 
general anesthesia in the 
American Dental Society 
of Anesthesiology, and a 
diplomat of the American 
Dental Board of Anesthe-
sia and National Dental 
Board of Anesthesiology.

From Dentist to Superhero

CUTTING EDGE DENTISTRYCHILDREN’S DENTAL HEALTH

Ten Facts 
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6.  
Nitrous may not be the agent of 
choice for everyone.
Nitrous oxide is a great option for most 
patients. However, a number of relative 
contra indications exist, including 
patients with the following conditions: 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 
pneumothorax, severe asthma, upper 
respiratory tract infections (blocked sinuses, 
blocked nasal passages, colds, influenza), 
acute otitis media or history of middle 
ear surgery (tympanic membrane graft), 
cystic fibrosis, colostomy bags or bowel 
obstructions, severe mental/psychiatric 
conditions or drug-related dependencies, 
first trimester of pregnancy, history of 
bleomycin sulfate treatment, and deficiencies 
in Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase and 
cobalamin. When in doubt, initiate a medical 
consult and obtain medical clearance prior to 
the use of nitrous oxide.3

5.  
Nitrous oxide’s most common 
side effects are nausea and 
vomiting.
Despite nausea and vomiting being the most 
common side effects, these outcomes are still 
rather rare, occurring in only 0.5 percent 
of patients. No strict fasting guidelines 
govern the use of nitrous oxide, but it may 
be wise to recommend that patients eat 
only a light meal prior to its administration. 
Other recommendations to decrease the 
incidence of nausea and vomiting include: a) 
avoid lengthy administration (> 1 hour), b) 
minimize wide fluctuations in nitrous oxide 
levels, and c) avoid nitrous concentrations 
above 50 percent.3

4.  
Nitrous oxide consistently 
ranks as one of the behavior 
management techniques most 
well accepted by parents.
In a 1984 survey, sedation—including nitrous 
oxide—was listed as eighth (out of ten) in 
terms of acceptability. By 1991, nitrous was 
rated second in terms of parental acceptance 
following “Tell-Show-Do” (TSD). Nitrous 
oxide remained second behind TSD in a 
separate study in 2005.6 Today, parents 
increasingly accept the use of the technique. 
However, make sure you obtain informed 
consent before using nitrous oxide. Also, 
be sure to document the following in the 
patient’s chart: a) an indication for use of this 
type of sedation, b) the nitrous oxide dosage 
used, c) the duration of nitrous sedation, and 
d) the post-treatment oxygenation procedure.

3.  
Analgesia, anxiolysis, and 
euphoria, Oh my!
Nitrous oxide has multiple mechanisms 
of action that lead to central nervous 
system depression and euphoria. While 
the mechanism by which nitrous oxide 
acts upon the nervous system is not fully 
understood, the analgesic and anxiolytic 
effects are thought to be similar to those of 
opioids and benzodiazepines, respectively.5 

Nitrous oxide—when used in conjunction 
with communicative behavior guidance 
techniques—is especially effective in helping 
children learn to cope with their fears, 
anxieties, and the stress associated with 
dental treatment.

Continued on following page...

AMAZING FACTS ABOUT N20 

Synonyms & Trade Names: 
•  Dinitrogen monoxide, Hyponitrous 

acid anhydride, Laughing gas

Physical Description:
•  Colorless inhalation anesthetic with 

a slightly sweet odor. Note: Shipped 
as a liquefied compressed gas.

• Molecular weight: 44.0 g/mol
• Boiling point: -127 degrees F
•  Solubility: (77 degrees F) 0.1% 

Vapor Pressure
•  Nonflammable gas, but 

supports combustion at elevated 
temperatures.

•  Incompatibilities & reactivities: 
Aluminum, boron, hydrazine, lithium, 
hydride, phosphine, sodium

Target Organs
•  Respiratory system, central nervous 

system, reproductive system

Symptoms of Overexposure
•  Dyspnea (breathing difficulty), 

drowsiness, headache, asphyxia, 
reproductive effects, liquid frostbite

The National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH)

https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/npg/
npgd0465.html

       Nitrous oxide allows
pediatric dentists to 
    be superheroes!
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2.  
Titrate, titrate, titrate!
Initially, 100 percent oxygen should be 
administered for 1–2 minutes followed by 
titration of nitrous oxide in intervals of 10 
percent until the desired sedation is achieved, 
with most patients requiring 30–40 percent 
nitrous oxide. The concentration of nitrous 
oxide should not routinely exceed 50 percent. 
During treatment, monitoring the status of 
the following items will help you to select the 
appropriate concentration of nitrous oxide: 
a) patient’s respiratory rate and rhythm, b) 
patient’s response to commands, and c) level 
of patient’s consciousness.3

1.  
Nitrous oxide is nearly an ideal 
anesthetic agent.
Nitrous oxide has many characteristics 
of an ideal anesthetic agent. It has a great 
track record in terms of safety due to the 
fact that it can be delivered in a noninvasive 
manner, it lacks serious side effects, it’s 
simple to use, and has rapid onset and quick 
recovery.7 For these reasons, nitrous oxide 
has many health-care applications including 
fracture reduction, laceration repair, otologic 
procedures, labor pain relief, and of course, 
pediatric dentistry treatment.

As pediatric dentists, our role is akin to that 
of superheroes, and nitrous oxide sedation 
is the extraordinary power that gives us 
an alternative to other more advanced 
behavioral-management techniques such as 
protective stabilization, deep sedation, and 
general anesthesia. Since its discovery more 
than 170 years ago, nitrous oxide has had 
an impeccable safety track record. With the 
Internet, every parent now has the potential 
to become an “expert.” Consequently, 
we receive inquiries daily about safety 
concerns, including questions about 
fluoride, radiographs, sedation, and more. 
Fortunately, nitrous oxide is well accepted 
by parents, mainly due to its excellent safety 
record, rapid onset of action, short duration, 
reversibility, and titratability.

This colorless and virtually odorless gas—
the one that allows us to provide safe and 
effective analgesia and anxiolysis while 
treating challenging children—deserves our 
deep appreciation. Nitrous oxide allows us as 
pediatric dentists to enhance the effectiveness 
of our communication and improve patient 
cooperation in anxious children. How 
fortunate we are that Horace Wells introduced 
dentistry to nitrous oxide’s amazing superpower 
qualities, allowing us to fulfill our role as 
superheroes in our patients’ eyes!   

            Nitrous oxide is an ideal agent  
          because its actions relieve anxiety and it  
   possesses specific qualities that relieve discomfort.  
Plus, once patients quit breathing the gas, its effects 
dissipate rapidly, making it safe to discharge your 
patients and send them home soon following a procedure. 
    Nitrous oxide has a morphine-like effect, and while it  
     doesn’t eliminate discomfort, it mutes it, and  
      removes the emotional component of pain,  
           making it an excellent drug for  
                  use in children.

CUTTING EDGE DENTISTRYCHILDREN’S DENTAL HEALTH
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Volunteer
opportunities

 
April 26-29, 2018 • Anaheim 
October 25-28, 2018 • Modesto

TO VOLUNTEER: www.cdafoundation.org/cda-cares

THE GATHERING INN

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Dentists, dental assistants, hygienists and lab 
participants for onsite clinic.

TO VOLUNTEER, CONTACT:  
Kathi Webb (916.743.5351 • kwebbft@aol.com) 

EVERYONE FOR VETERANS

SDDS is partnering with the national program, Everyone for Veterans, to 
provide care for COMBAT veterans and their families who cannot afford, 
nor have military coverage, dental care. Can you adopt a vet? Hope so! 
Call SDDS (916.446.1227), or email us (sdds@sdds.org), to help us 
with this wonderful program.

For More Information: everyoneforveterans.org/for-dentists.html

AUBURN RENEWAL CENTER CLINIC

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: General dentists, specialists, dental assistants 
and hygienists.

TO VOLUNTEER, CONTACT:  
Dr. Steve Holm (916.425.6766 • sholm@goldrush.com)

CCMP

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: General Dentists, Specialists, Dental Assistants 
and Hygienists.

TO VOLUNTEER, CONTACT:  
CALL! (916.925.9379 • CCMP.PA@JUNO.COM)

(COALITION FOR CONCERNED MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS)

SMILES FOR BIG KIDS
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Dentists willing to  
“adopt” patients for immediate/emergency needs in their office.

TO VOLUNTEER, CONTACT:  
SDDS office (916.446.1227 • sdds@sdds.org)

SMILES FOR KIDS
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Doctors to “adopt”  
patients for Smiles for Kids for follow-up care.

TO VOLUNTEER, CONTACT:  
SDDS office (916.446.1227 • smilesforkids@sdds.org)
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For the past ten years, I have treated 350 
to 400 pediatric patients annually within a 
Hospital setting utilizing general anesthesia. 
I am convinced that this choice affords 
my patient’s the best possible chance for a 
positive outcome and successful treatment. 

An accredited Hospital or Surgery Center 
where there are an abundance of highly trained 
medical professionals prepared to provide the 
safest care possible, is the best venue by far to 
care for our most venerable patients. 

I am known to my referring doctors and my 
patient’s families for a statement I repeat to 
EVERY family I treat... “My primary goal 
in treating pediatric patients under general 
anesthetic is to return your child to you safely. 
My secondary goal is to do everything in my 
power to be sure they do not return to me.” 
One time only treatment is always my goal. 

This option is not without its challenges. 
Obtaining time in local operating rooms 
can be a tall order. With the ever changing 

landscape of our current healthcare system, 
operating room time reserved for dental 
procedures seems to have become more 
scarce with each passing day. Insurance 
companies can also be a stumbling block, 
as many of them are not familiar with 
general anesthetic as an accepted modality 
for dental care. The general public can also 
have misgivings about utilizing general 
anesthetic to complete needed dental care. 
They can more readily understand the need 
for general anesthetic when it is used in 
conjunction with more familiar procedures 
for children like the placement of ear tubes 
or the removal of tonsils, as they are more 
universally accepted hospital procedures. 
When in fact, the sedation aspect of these 
procedures are identical. 

All things being equal, my choice will always 
be to advise (once the decision has been made 
that general anesthetic is the most appropriate 
method of sedation) the treatment of pediatric 
cases utilizing general anesthesia be carried 
out within accredited venues of a Hospital 
or Surgery Center. Under these conditions 
treatment is completed in the safest of all 
settings, done in an efficient manner and all 
planned or unplanned treatment is always 
completed in one visit.   

Why Choose the Hospital? 
A Personal Commentary

CUTTING EDGE DENTISTRYCHILDREN’S DENTAL HEALTH

By Warren R. McWilliams III, DDS 
SDDS Member

Dr. McWilliams is a general 
dentist limiting his practice 
to hospital based pediatrics. 
He received his DDS degree 
from the University of South-
ern California in 1986. Dr 
McWilliams recently chaired 
the SDDS Task Force on 
General Anesthesia. He cur-
rently is the Surgery Center 
Medical Director for Kids 
Care Dental and Orthodon-
tics, a member of the Medi-
cal Executive Committee at 
Fort Sutter Surgery Center 
and represents the Dental 
service line as a member of 
the Surgical Services Com-
mittee at Kasier Hospital, 
South Sacramento. He treats 
in excess of 300 children 
annually under general an-
esthetic in several local area 
hospitals.   

As doctors of the mouth we are tasked with a great responsibility to 
safely treat our patients. We all take the same oath “to do no harm.” 
The doctor community by definition is held to a higher standard when 
it comes to advising our patient’s families on treatment choices and 
options available to them. The community at large depends on us for 
appropriate guidance and accurate information. It is for this reason that I 
have chosen to limit my pediatric practice to only “Hospital based care.” 

One time only treatment  
is always my goal.
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So, let’s get down to business, to what in the 
world does the title of this article refer? Well, 
it is actually a very obscure and very good 
Rolling Stones’ song from the Paleocene 
period before your EE was even in dental 
school; however, for the purposes of this 
article, it shall refer to a new code number 
only recently appearing on EOBs which are 
sent out weekly from Denti-Cal to those 
valiant few of us who actually chose to 
participate in the system.

To quote from the EOB: Procedure code 
qualifies for Proposition 56: Tobacco Tax 
Funds supplemental payment at rate of 
40% of the current {fees} for dates of service 
07/01/2017-06/30/2018. For more details on 
Proposition 56 and the list of procedures, 
please refer to provider handbook: section 
4-treating beneficiaries. Gentle reader, that 
“procedure code” has caused not one BUT 
two miracles to take place; first, Denti-Cal 
fees are no longer at a level where successful 
completion of “village idiot” school is 
necessary to consider accepting them, and, 
second, your EE is a actually saying something 
nice (well, at least not bitching and moaning) 
about something in Denti-Cal!

Hank Greenwald, the retired Hall of 
Fame play by play broadcaster for the San 
Francisco Giants, used to say “If you come 
out to the ballpark every day, eventually, 
you’ll see everything.” He would usually say 
it after some impossible thing, a called strike 
during an intentional walk, happened; now 
something of that rarity is happening in this 

newsletter, your EE is complimenting the 
Denti-Cal system. It is his fervent hope that 
these fees will at least stir some interest in the 
younger providers to look at accepting the 
new fees for services. The Denti-Cal provider 
registration process has been “streamlined” 
(talk about something else that needed 

to happen), and adult services have been 
restored at this higher fee structure.

With one in three children in California 
being covered under Denti-Cal, and the 
huge amount of unmet need in the adult 
population in California, the need and 
patient lode is definitely there for anyone 
who wants to accept it.

Well, your EE’s thumbs are starting to bother 
him, but this was fun: Maybe it won’t be so 
long between articles in the future for him. 
Best wishes for a happy and successful 2018 
to all SDDS members.  

By James Musser, DDS
Editor Emeritus, The Nugget 
SDDS Member

Dr. Musser belongs to The 
American Academy of 
Pediatric Dentistry, and 
is a Diplomate and Fellow 
of the American Board of 
Pediatric Dentistry, He is a 
staff member with operating 
room privileges at Sutter 
Roseville Hospital, Kaiser 
Roseville Hospital, and the 
Greater Sacramento Surgery 
Center. His non professional 
organization memberships 
include life memberships in 
the Marine Corps League, 
and the Sons of Confederate 
Veterans.

Hey Dear Reader, to answer your first question...no, an Editor Emeritus 
(EE) does NOT have to be dead to get that distinction (fellow EE Bevan 
Richardson will also happily confirm this) and for your second question, 
he may still contribute articles, as long as his arthritic thumbs will allow!

The Denti-Cal provider 
registration process has 
been “streamlined”... and 
adult services have been 

restored at this higher  
fee structure.

Get Me on 
FLIGHT 505
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We are always looking for a charismatic who 
will summarize all the literature and give us 
clinical pearls that we can use the following 
Monday so we don’t have to spend the time 
reading all the literature and evaluating 
the results. Whether the pearls are or not 
scientifically valid, we continue to spread 
the misinformation with a degree of surety. 
Just a few include pinworms for bruxism, 
teething as being the cause of all the world’s 
ill and then some, crowding from third 
molars and the need to clip all lingual frena. 
But, let’s quickly look at some of the products 
that have been touted as being our saviours 
and follow their trajectory. Yes, some have 
contributed and improved the oral health 
of our pediatric patients but many have 
not followed that same route. The ones that 
come to mind are fluoride use, sealants, 
improved home care, reduced frequency of 
eating especially carbohydrates and sugars, 
decreased consumption of sweetened and /
or carbonated and acid beverages and early 
guidance and intervention. We’ll get to those 
in a few paragraphs. 

Before I begin, I must take a little divergence 
about one of the hot new dental topics. 
Bioactive is not a term with a definition that is 
universally accepted especially in the medical 
field. Any material can be bioactive; that a 
few marketers have hijacked the term to mean 
stimulation of dentinoblasts in the pulp to 
lay down new dentin is their marketing but 
usually without focused scientific backing. 
(Think of probiotics for oral use following 
dental prophylaxis. The research is so limited 
and the companies talk about a 15 y.o. 
study about gastric improvement following 
antibiotic use). Some have even gone so far as 
to quote an ISO (International Organization 
for Standardization) standard ISO 23317-
2007 which if you do the research, refers to 
hydroxyapatite adjacent to an implant and it 

was last reviewed and approved in 2014 and 
has absolutely nothing to do with stimulation 
of odontoblasts through hydroxyapatite 
formation and biocompatibility. By 
extension of this discussion, any material 
that changes the biologic activity of a living 
tissue either positively or negatively is 
bioactive. Formocresol is bioactive in that it 
stops metabolism and fixes tissue not only 
in the pulp but in the periodontal ligament 
and alveolar bone and it has even been found 
in the crowns of forming permanent teeth 
adjacent to primary teeth that have had pulp 
therapy. And, besides that, it is a known 
carcinogen.

A rule of thumb on any “new” product: 
don’t be the first on your block to spend the 
money and implement the product. Wait for 
a few years and see what the research shows. 
The pattern of introduction, acceptance 
and failure seems to follow a pattern in 
which there is great hype, a few mildly 
scientific studies, a few KOLs (key opinion 
leaders) chime in, great sales, failures and 
disappointments or at least the product 
doesn’t meet expectations and is relegated to 
rare use and eventually is put in the closet. 
Our closets are filled with the N.B.T. So now 
a little visit to some of the failures of our past.

Sintered Glass Ionomers: addition of 
metal particles to glass ionomers to increase 
wear resistance. Only problem was it also 
made them extremely brittle and prone to 
failure.

Caridex and GK101: a product before it’s 
time. Chemical removal of nonanesthetized 
demineralized dentin that promised no need 
to drill, just fill. It came out before we had 
products for minimally invasive dentistry 
and bonding. Still had to go in and refine 
the prep to follow G.V. Black’s principles for 
amalgam restorations for retention.

By David L. Rothman, DDS

Dr. Rothman is a Board 
Certified Pediatric Dentist 
in practice in San Francisco 
and Associate Clinical Pro-
fessor at CWRU. He com-
pleted GPR and Anesthesia 
Residencies prior to his spe-
cialty training at UCSF. He 
is past Chair of Pediatric 
Dentistry at UOP and ac-
tive in organized dentistry. 
He is a member of OKU, 
Pierre Fauchard, ICD and 
ACD. He speaks nationally 
and internationally on pe-
diatric dentistry, anesthesia 
and sedation.

CUTTING EDGE DENTISTRYCHILDREN’S DENTAL HEALTH

We, as dentists, are always looking for the N.B.T. (next best thing) that 
will lead us down the path of righteousness into profitability, ease and 
of course, better patient care. 

The N.B.T. 
in Pediatric Dentistry
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Bonded amalgams: the principle was that 
you could use bonding agent and increase 
retention and strength of an amalgam and 
the tooth. The problem was that all the 
bonding did was seal the dentinal tubules but 
didn’t really increase retention or decrease 
microleakage around the alloy. Probably 
no significant increase in strength could be 
achieved but perhaps a decrease in post op 
pulp sensitivity.

Laser dentistry: Star Wars we are not and 
Padawans always learning we remain (my 
homage to Yoda). Everyone wants to hope 
and believe that lasers and laser dentistry are 
the future. We can cut soft and hard tissues 
without anesthesia which has its benefits in 
children except when it came to hard tissues. 
It appeared to take longer and though pain 
free, still uncomfortable and slow. Removal 
of weakened enamel still needed to take 
place. Restorations especially composites still 
needed meticulous dryness. The water lasers 
create an aerosol which must be managed 
and you bought the equipment but had to 
keep paying software upgrade fees each year. 
Enough was enough and the technology has 
yet to catch up to expectations. Which brings 
us to laser caries detection, an excellent 
idea if it weren’t for the fact that you, the 
practitioner, determined at what objective 
number you needed to treat.

Ferric Sulfate pulpotomies: as the curtain 
drew on formocresol because of all the 
negative things mentioned above the search 
for the perfectly reproduceable biocompatible 
pulpotomy medicaments became acute. 
Many were tried and many failed. A few 
small research studies showed ferric sulfate 
could do the trick. (the only issue here in the 
research is they were small, non-reproducible 
grad student research products and didn’t 
follow the patients through exfoliation). Even 
the Guidelines of the American Academy of 
Pediatric Dentistry for pulp therapy listed it 
as an option. All was good until 2015 when 
over 50 children who received ferric sulfate 
pulpotomies in Anaheim and over 40 who 
did also in Orlando came down with massive 
cellulitis attributed to the Mycobacterium 
abscessus, common in waterlines and usually 
filtered out. It turns out that the prime 
nutrient source for mycobacterium is iron. 
Incidentally, treatment for mycobacterium 
infections is low or no iron diets. Here we have 
the perfect case of unintended consequences. 
If you do a pulpotomy without a sterilizing 
agent consider using chlorhexidine or bleach 
to clean out the pulp chamber before placing 
your final materials. 

Elastomeric resin modified glass iono-
mers: a product which has hit the market 
and within the last year and a half has had 
the package insert changed multiple times 
because of a lack of supporting evidence. The 
company recommends bonding the material 
in place which diminishes two of the benefits 
of a glass ionomer which is chemical reten-
tion to the calcium in hydroxy apatite and 
the release of fluoride ions from the resin 
into the surrounding tooth to reduce caries. 
Again, be careful of marketing claims and be 
skeptical of new products with large advertis-
ing budgets.
Remineralizing solutions and remin-
eralization: originally developed for root 
sensitivity, a flurry of activity and sales for 
treatment of white spot lesions following 
orthodontic treatment. The mousse which 
contains the remineralizing solution with 
hydroxyapatite paste and a protein which 
binds the material to the tooth has also failed 
to live up to expectations giving equivocal 
results.

So, what’s to be learned. A 2015 article, 
Evidence of Effectiveness of Current Therapies 
to Prevent and Treat Early Childhood 
Caries; S. Twetman, V. Dhar, Pediatr Dent 
2015 May-Jun;37 (3): 246-53. which was a 
product of the conference “Proceedings of the 
Symposium on Innovations in the Prevention 
and Management of Early Childhood 
Caries”, Oct. 23-24, 2015 in Ellicott, MD 
and sponsored by the AAPD, reviewed 877 
articles written between 2000 and 2014. 
The quality of evidence related to self-
applied and professionally applied fluorides, 
antimicrobial agents, pit and fissure sealants, 
temporary restorations, and restorative care 
for the prevention and management of early 
childhood caries (ECC) were evaluated for 
quality. Of the reviewed articles only 33 met 
criteria for quality for inclusion in the meta 
analysis. The results were astounding:

• Limited evidence in support of fluoride 
toothpastes and fluoride varnish

• Insufficient evidence for the use of silver 
diamine fluoride, xylitol, chlorhexidine 
varnish/gel, povidone iodine, probiotic 
bacteria, and remineralizing agents 
(casein phosphopeptide-amorphous 
calcium phosphate) was insufficient, the 
use of sealants, temporary restorations, 
and traditional restorative care to reduce 
incidence of ECC

What does this mean? Does it mean that these 
therapies don’t work or does it mean that we 
don’t have enough quality, reproducible and 

scientific evidence that they do? It means 
that our science has to be better and we 
have to be more critical of what we read and 
what we’re told by the charismatics and the 
KOLs and the salespeople. We saw a similar 
phenomenon when the N.Y. Times published 
an article that flossing was ineffective. Every 
medical and dental organization responded 
including the Surgeon General of the U.S. 
But the truth is the research is limited and 
empirical.

Which brings me to the final point of this 
article. It is the increasing use of Silver 
Diamine Fluoride which so far has been 
featured in the N.Y. Times and on P.B.S. 
It is touted as the new savior of dentistry 
essentially doing away with the need for 
restorative dentistry. A pediatric dentist 
from San Francisco even had the audacity 
to claim in both media and others and to 
whoever will listen that the use of SDF could 
have prevented the deaths that occurred 
when children underwent general anesthesia 
in dental offices for severe early childhood 
caries (SECC). He also claims miraculous 
healing power of the SDF. These comments 
are absolutely and completely ludicrous 
as caries are multifactorial in nature and 
treatment must address all factors. There 
are still no parameters for the use of SDF 
such as the depth of the lesion, the amount 
of affected versus infected dentin that can 
be left, distance to the pulp, toxicity and 
gingival uptake, allergenicity and toxicity, the 
frequency of reevaluation and reapplication, 
the amount of time until definitive treatment 
nor anything else that can substituted for 
real science. The AAPD has developed a 
policy statement for the use of SDF but 
in the absence of real, long term scientific 
studies they may only be referenced but not 
followed because evidence based guidelines 
have not been developed. Practitioners will 
have failures, parents will be offended by the 
black stains, teeth will continue to decay and 
SDF may be relegated to the closet as has 
many of the NBTs. 

I’d like to close with the most appropriate 
comment that can be made regarding any 
new or even established technique, material 
or technology: Caveat emptor (let the buyer 
beware).  
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As I practiced longer, however, I began to 
make decisions for my practice that went 
against the “norm” in my profession. I 
found myself looking for alternatives that 
my parents were asking for and that some 
were even demanding. By alternatives, I’m 
talking about parents wanting more esthetic 
restoration options for their children. The 

standard treatments that I learned in school 
were amalgam fillings and stainless steel 
crowns. Well, I have since discovered that 
these options just weren’t cutting it anymore, 
no matter what textbook explanation I might 
give—especially the use of stainless steel 
crowns.

I remember years ago having a conversation 
with my dental anesthesiologist, Dr. Jeffrey 
Fisher, about this very topic. To know Dr. 
Fisher is to know that he has the mind of an 
inventor. So I said to him, “Hey, why don’t 
you develop a really good esthetic white crown 

for children?” Flash forward to the present, 
and that is exactly what he and Dr. John 
Hansen have done. Founded on their joint 
vision, EZPEDO was born, and the dream of 
esthetic pediatric crowns is now a reality.

By Joelle Speed, DDS
SDDS Member

Dr. Speed is a pediatric 
dentist and is the owner of the 
Smile Gallery in Roseville, 
California.  She received 
both her D.D.S. degree and 
Pediatric Certificate from 
Loma Linda University in 
1996 and 1998 respectively.  
She has been practicing 
locally since May of 1999.  
She lives in Rocklin, with her 
husband and two daughters.

How one mom’s 
personal experience 
forced her as a 
professional to walk  
in her patients’ shoes

When it 
Becomes 
Personal

CUTTING EDGE DENTISTRYCHILDREN’S DENTAL HEALTH

Being a mom has led me to become a better pediatric dentist. Before 
I had kids, dentistry was so black and white. I knew exactly what to tell 
my parents when they struggled with tooth brushing. I could instruct 
parents on what healthy snacks to give their children and how I would 
fix the cavities that undoubtedly would be diagnosed. My advice was 
really very textbook.

I followed that crown for 
nearly four years without 

a problem, and as a 
pediatric dentist and a 

mom, that kind of reliability 
and outcome means 

everything!
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I think sometimes we as dentists, and 
subsequently as parents, discover that the 
dental challenges of our own children teach 
us valuable lessons and force us to learn and 
grow as practitioners. This is exactly what 
happened to me.

I have two beautiful girls, and I brushed and 
flossed their teeth daily when they were little. 
Textbook, right? Well, my youngest daughter 
had a mouthful of issues. She had almost a 
complete anterior-posterior cross bite of the 
maxilla, an exceedingly small mouth, and 
an extreme gag reflex. Brushing, flossing, 
dental cleanings, and dental x-rays caused 
her extreme anxiety (and me, too). It was 
very difficult at best.

So when she was 6 years old, she developed 
an inter-proximal cavity on #I—the 
unthinkable for a “mom” pediatric dentist. 

It was large by the time we found it because 
it was a visual discovery (Our bite wings 
were never great.). Now we were talking a 
pulpotomy and crown. How could this be?

I admit it. As a mom, I did not want to put 
a stainless steel crown in her mouth. I was 
so grateful and happy to have the other 
option available at that time nearly four 
years ago. The crowns were still new to me 
then, but I knew they were the best choice 
for my daughter. Of course the crown looked 
amazing when first seated and continued as a 
healthy, stable restoration throughout the life 
of the tooth. Just about three months ago, 
the crown exfoliated naturally on its own, 
just before her 10th birthday.

Had I not lived this experience with my own 
daughter, I’m not sure that I would have 
the same depth of attachment that I have 

to these crowns. I can highly recommend 
these crowns because it’s personal for me 
now. I followed that crown for nearly four 
years without a problem. And as a pediatric 
dentist and a mom, that kind of reliability 
and outcome means everything!  
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THINGS THAT SHOW 

Assistants Care 

Often it is true in life that the little 
things tend to go unnoticed. Read 
what a few RDA’s try and do for 
their doctor each day to make 
things go just a little smoother.

 Think Ahead
Anticipate your doctor’s next two moves.

Listen and Remember
Communication is key. If you’re working 
as a new assistant or working with a new 
doctor, ask questions to find out what they 
prefer. You might find they have different 
expectations from what you’re used to.

Plan for Efficiency
Be prepared. The appointment starts with 
you. Make sure your room is set up and 
know who your patient is – their fears, and 
how their visit went before. Your doctor is 
only as prepared as you are. 

Control the Appointment
Especially in pediatrics, it’s easy for parents 
to try and take over the appointment, 
sometimes without you even knowing it. 
Set your expectations with the parent in 
the beginning, so they can be prepared. It 
sets the tone for the visit.

Manage Time Wisely
One of my essential tasks is to keep my 
doctor on time. It also shows the parent/
patient you respect their time. Always 
know how much time you have for each 
procedure.

Research New Products
One of the things our office prides itself 
in is new technology. I try to keep up with 
research about new products to help our 
team be more efficient. It’s important to 
stay relevant.

By Sarah Johnson, DA

Ms. Johnson works as a 
dental assistant with Dr. 
Joelle Speed at the Smile 
Gallery in Roseville, 
California. She has en-
joyed working chair side 
with children for the last 
15 years. Sarah and her 
teenage daughter love the 
outdoors and share an ac-
tive lifestyle.

We have resources available to help 
promote the bene�ts of good oral health 
to children, their caregivers, teachers 
and many others!

Call SDDS or email sdds@sdds.org 
for more information.

We have Dental Puppets Available to Checkout
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You’ve worked hard to achieve success. And wealth often results in 
complex financial situations that call for highly personalized strategies. 
As Managing Director for Chandler Group, I have the qualifications 
and experience to help you grow and preserve your wealth. Whether 
it’s investment management, tax or legacy planning strategies, you can 
count on my knowledge and commitment in helping you manage your 
sophisticated financial needs.

Call me today 
and discover the 
personal service 
you deserve.

You’ve worked hard to achieve success. 
You deserve a financial advisor who 
works as hard for you.

Ameriprise Financial cannot guarantee future financial results. 

Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc., Member FINRA and SIPC.

© 2015 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved. 

THOMAS CHANDLER, CFP®, CIMA®

Financial Advisor 
Managing Director

Chandler Group 
A financial advisory practice of  
Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.

1420 Rocky Ridge Drive, Ste 200
Roseville, CA 95661
916.789.9393 Ext. 03197
thomas.chandler@ampf.com
ameripriseadvisors.com/thomas.chandler 
CA Insurance #0821683
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Foundation
of the Sacramento 
District Dental Society

Smiles For Kids, Year #24
Kicks off in February
February 3 marks the 24th annual Smiles for Kids Day. Founded by Drs. Gerry Ortner 
and Don Rollofson in 1994, this program has expanded over the years from a single clinic 
restorative and orthodontic program to multiple sites on the same day on the first Saturday 
of February.

This year, we have 14 sites open in our five county area. Thank you to the following offices 
who have graciously volunteered their offices and their staff:

Are you a member of our Foundation?
It only costs $75 a year to be a member of our Foundation. Email us at sdds@
sdds.org to become a member and make a difference. (or just send in your $75)

Thank you for supporting the Foundation!

Midtown Dental 
Dr. Jenny Apekian

Crown Dentistry 
Dr. Christopher Chan

Jackson Creek Dental 
Dr. Jerhet Ask 
Dr. Ron Ask 
Dr. Craig Kinzer 
Dr. Leon Roda 
Dr. Dwight Simpson

Kids Care Dental 
Multiple SDDS members!

Now Dental 
Dr. Elizabeth Huynh  
Dr. Victor Hawkins

Pediatric Dentistry  
of West Sacramento 
Dr. Paul A. Johnson

Diamond Springs Dental 
Dr. Mitchell Goodis

Rocklin Pediatric Dentistry 
Dr. Lora Rode 
Dr. Jessica Alt

Roseville Dental Group 
Dr. Kreston Anderson 
Dr. Emerson Lake 
Dr. Evan Lomen 
Dr. Mandeep Randhawa

Sheldon Grove Family Dental 
Dr. Andrea Cervantes

Smile Kingdom 
Dr. Jose Juarez

Surfside Kids Dental 
Dr. Jennifer McCarthy 
Dr. Scott Pyo 
Dr. Darcy Kasner 
Dr. Darcy Owens

Truckee Dentistry  
Dr. Tyson Lechner

Dr. Janice Work's Office 
Dr. Janice Work

And... the numbers are in! 

After screening thousands of kids this fall, we have less and less kids to see on SFK Day. We hope 
to be seeing 400 kids ONLY – a great thing (it used to be 1000 kids). What does this mean? It 
means LESS kids are falling through the cracks, MORE kids have a dental home, and MORE 
AND MORE kids have great oral health and don’t need care! We’re doing the good work and 
parents and kids are doing the good work too!

Thank you to everyone!
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Job Bank
The SDDS Job Bank is a service offered only to SDDS Members. It is published on the 
SDDS website and provides a forum for job seekers to reach other Society members who 
are looking for dentists to round out their practice, and vice versa. If you are a job seeker, 
associate seeker, selling or buying a practice, contact SDDS at (916) 446-1227. For contact 
information of any of the job bankers please visit www.sdds.org.

ASSOCIATE POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Marjoorie Castro, DDS • Sacramento • part • GP 
Precision Orthodontics • Sacramento • part • Ortho   
Krystle Fenton, DDS • Elk Grove • part/full • GP
Camelia Cifor, DDS • Fair Oaks • part • GP 
Camelia Cifor, DDS • Carmichael • part • Perio 
Laguna Childrens Dental Care • Laguna • part • GP 
Quynh-Trang Pham, DDS • Sacramento • part • GP    
Reuben Clark, DDS • El Dorado Hills • part/full • GP 
Wellspace Health • part/full/fill-in • GP 
Jerard Wilson, DDS • Rocklin • part/full • GP
Kids Care Dental • Roseville • full • Pedo
Kids Care Dental • Rancho Cordova • full • Ortho
David Park, DDS • part/full • GP
Ashkan Alizadeh, DDS • Sacramento • full • GP/Pedo
Eloisa Espiritu, DDS • Lincoln • part/full • GP
Timothy Herman, DDS • Lincoln • part/full • GP
Hung Le, DDS • South Sacramento, Stockton • part/full • GP

DOCS SEEKING EMPLOYMENT

DHPS SEEKING EMPLOYMENT

Ladi Sorunke, DDS • GP
Jordan Gaddis, DDS • part/full • GP 
Rika Prodhan-Ashraf, DDS • Fridays • GP   
Behdad Javdan, DDS • part/full • Perio
Ronald Rott, DDS • part • GP
Russell Anders, DDS • part (fill in only) • GP
Steve Saffold, DDS • (Emergency fill in only) • Sacramento • GP
Steve Murphy, DMD • part/full • Endo

DOCS LOOKING TO BUY A PRACTICE

Jordan Gaddis, DDS • part/full • GP 
Kayla Nguyen, DDS • GP 
Behdad Javdan, DDS • Fair Oaks • Perio
Scott Snyder, DDS • GP 

Janis Dufort, RDH • fulltime

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS:

Sacramento District Dental Society Presents

“Always a crowd
pleaser in our

elementary schools”

- SCUSD School Nurse

With a generous donation from Sutter Health, we 
are able to offer a fun and educational puppet show 
to our area schools.

Puppet Shows
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Have you ever had one of those 
moments when you received a 
decision from a dental benefit plan 
and thought, “There ought to be 
a law?” Well, there isn’t a law, in 
many cases. 
All health plans must meet requirements 
as determined by the state agencies that 
regulate, license and certify them. However, 
the issues that matter most to providers as 
well as patients — what is included in the 
plan’s scope of benefits, what limitations and 
exclusions apply to coverage, how much plans 
pay for treatment and how often they adjust 
their fees, for example — are not governed 
by state laws or regulations. They are the 
responsibility of the plans. Patients and 
providers must be diligent about knowing 
and working with these policies and making 
appeals based on the policies, as contracts 
between dentists and plans govern most of 
the issues dentists will experience.

CDA continues to receive questions from 
members about recent changes in how plans 
contract with dentists. These changes affect 
how plans pay and how practice associates 
are included in plan networks. To address 
these questions, here is an overview of the 
significant changes seen in provider-plan 
contracting over the past few years.

Payment

Dental plans have increasingly moved toward 
payment of claims based on who rendered 
care. It wasn’t that long ago that dental plans 
almost universally paid claims based on the 
contract status of the practice owner. The 
practice could have associate dentists treating 
patients but the plans would pay based on 
the contract with the practice owner. No 
more. Now the standard ADA claim form 

has places for the billing provider (the owner, 
in whose name a reimbursement check for 
the claim will be paid) and for the renderer 
or treating provider. Plans have moved 
toward payment based on who rendered care 
and what that associate’s contract status is 
with the plan.

For most plans, this makes little to no 
difference in how claims are paid. But when 
there is a difference in how the owner of a 
practice is contracted and how the associates 
are contracted with the same plan, it does 
make a difference.

Differences in contract status between the 
owner and the associate are the main reason 
payments are increasingly being made based 
on who rendered care. We first started seeing 
this change some five years ago, but some 
dental offices still call to ask how plans pay 
vis-à-vis the contract status of the associate. 
Some offices say they prepare claims in the 
name of the owner as they’ve done for a very 
long time. They do this out of habit (because 
“that’s the way it’s always been done”) and 
because they don’t know any better. Some 
offices have responded that perhaps they 
should continue to bill associates’ care under 
the single name of the owner.

If there’s a difference in how the owner is paid 
versus how an associate is paid, the desire to 
bill under the owner is understandable. But 
CDA’s response is as follows:

1. Now that they know this is an improper 
way to bill for most plans, they have an 
obligation to do it the correct way.

2. If an office continues to file claims in 
the name of the owner for the purpose 
of avoiding a different fee schedule 
assigned to the associate, an office will 
get away with that until they are audited 
by the plan, and plans have become 
more aggressive in auditing the dentists 
they’re contracted with.

Contracting Associates

Increasingly, plans want all dentists associated 
(and this is key – dentists who are associates 
of the practice are employed by the practice) 
to be separately contracted with their plans. 
As discussed above, some plans have different 
fee schedules for treatment based on when or 
how recently a dentist contracted with the 
plan. For this reason alone, plans want each 
dentist associated with a practice to have 
their own contracts with the plan.

Aside from a possible differentiation of fees, 
plans also look to credential contracted 
providers to assure they are up to date on their 
licensing requirements (e.g., have required 
continuing education credits), have liability 
insurance coverage, aren’t practicing under a 
suspended license and are not on probation. 
And associate contracting assures the plan’s 
ability to audit treatment and billing done 
for the associate.

Because of these requirements to contract 
with practice associates, some practice owners 
have considered bringing independent-
contractor dentists into the practice. These 
are dentists who bring their own practices 
under the roof of the dental practice. They 
bring their own plan contracts, they tend 
to be specialists who bring their specialty 
expertise into general dental practices, and 
they submit their own claims.

Contracting new practice owners

It is a myth that when a dentist purchases 
a practice from another dentist, the new 
owner to some extent inherits the contract 
status of the previous owner. This is not 
the case with any plan in California. A 
previously noncontracted provider who 
purchases a practice — and this could be a 
dentist moving into the area and purchasing 
an existing practice or an associate with a 
practice who steps up to buy the practice of 

Dental Benefits 101
A Growing Trend in Provider Contracting

Reprinted with permission from CDA 

CUTTING EDGE DENTISTRYMEMBER BENEFIT
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a retiring dentist — will need to establish 
their own contract with whatever plans they 
desire to do business with. 

However, this isn’t the case with every 
dental plan. Some dental plans allow for 
“portability” of a dentist’s existing contract. 
If a dentist has been contracted with some 
plans, either as an associate in the practice 
they are buying or contracted in another 
location in California, that contract status 
will follow the dentist to their new location 
and be applied in the new ownership status. 
Of course, any plan would need to know 
about a change in status or of address in 
regard to practice ownership. But, again, not 
every plan allows this portability. Be aware 
that a dentist purchasing a dental practice 
may have to recontract when becoming the 
new owner of a practice, and this could mean 
a change in how the dentist, as the new 
owner, is paid by the plan.

Similarly, if a dentist has been the sole proprietor 
of a practice and decides to incorporate or 
bring a partner into the practice, this change 
in ownership structure may result in having to 
recontract with some plans.

Contracting At A New Location

As mentioned above, taking over a practice as 
a new owner may likely require recontracting 
with one or more dental plans. But with 
some plans, provider contracts are portable, 
meaning a dentist may take their contract 
wherever they practice in California, either as 
an associate or as the owner of a new practice. 

Changing practice locations doesn’t 
precipitate a new contract with plans. That 
would constitute a simple change of address. 
But there may be a requirement to establish 
a new contract if a practice opens a second 
location. The existing contract a dentist has 
with plans will apply at the original location, 
but a new contract may be required at a new 
second location. Again, most plans won’t 
require a new contract for this location.

In summary, the need to adjust to 
marketplace realities has prompted some 
dental plans to change the way they contract 
with dentists. The key takeaways: 1) 
Hiring associates requires establishing plan 
contracts for those associates; 2) Payment of 
claims is mainly based on who rendered the 

care being claimed; 3) Purchasing a practice 
may result in recontracting with plans. A 
dentist who already has a plan contract may 
be able to bring their existing contract status 
into that newly purchased practice, but the 
contract status of the former owner can’t be 
transferred to the new owner. And while a 
change in location usually doesn’t require the 
dentist to recontract with plans, opening a 
second office may.

In any of these situations — hiring of an 
associate, changing locations or purchasing 
a practice — it would be best to contact 
CDA Practice Support to discuss the usual 
contracting requirements.  

To discuss contracting requirements, contact 
CDA Practice Support at 800.232.7645.

B-4973-SSDS-01.18©2018 Brasseler USA. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRASSELER MANAGER,
MARK ELLENBURG FOR YOUR EXCLUSIVE SDDS PRICING.

Learn more at Shop.BrasselerUSA.com
To order call 916.276.6224 or e-mail MarkEllenburg@BrasselerUSA.com

B_4973_SDDS Corporate Ad.indd   1 1/9/18   4:54 PM
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The Board was given a presentation on the 
ADA Business Model Consulting Project by 
Bill Robinson, Vice President of business and 
Client Services for the ADA. Mr. Robinson 
shared the research findings of that project, 
including market segmentation and member 
expectations for their experience with the 
association and the ADA brand.

As per the House of Delegates direction, the 
CDA strategic plan has transitioned from a 
three year cycle to one of continuous review. 
At this meeting, the Board continued to 
review and modify the strategic plan based 
on member and component leadership input. 

The plan will be presented at the House of 
Delegates for their input and approval.

The Board approved revisions to the 
2017 management objectives of the CDA 
Executive Director. The Board also approved 
the 2018 management objectives for the 
Executive Director. These 2018 objectives are 
approved prior to the start of the new year in 
order to align the goal setting process with 
the governance and fiscal cycles.

The Board reviewed and approved the 2018 
CDA operating and capital budget. This budget 
will not require a member dues increase.

The Board approved a resolution that allowed 
trustees to remotely participate in meetings 
under certain conditions. 

The Board elected candidates to the CDA 
Foundation Board of Directors as well as to 
the CDA Foundation audit committee.

Finally, the Board approved that Dr. Kerry 
Carney continue as CDA editor for 2018.

The Board of Trustees participated in a 
conference call on Thursday, December 7, 
2017. The following items were addressed.

As part of the consent agenda the BOT 
reviewed and approved: 

• The 2018 management objectives of the 
CDA Executive Director.

• The 2018 Californians Allied for 
Patient Protection (CAPP) membership 
dues, ($75,000). 

• In addition, the BOT ratified funding 
($25,000) for the Erin Aaberg Givans 
Memorial Scholarship. Ms. Aaberg 
Givans was the executive director of 
the Children’s Specialty Care Coalition 
(CSCC) which partnered with CDA on 
the states cleft palate and craniofacial 
care and orthodontia program. CSCC 

established a scholarship fund at 
the Sacramento Region Community 
Foundation. The scholarship is available 
to female students pursuing a Master’s 
degree in public policy at a California 
University.

• The BOT approved interim executive 
committee funding of $25,000, for 
the CDA Foundation Disaster relief 
grant. The funds are used to support 
relief efforts following the wildfires in 
Northern and Southern California.

• An additional $25,000 was approved 
for this Grant later in the meeting.

• The Board approved ratif ication 
of President-elect Natasha Lee’s 
appointments of council, committee 
and Board Chairs as well as the 

President-elect appointments of 
the Executive Director’s evaluation 
trustee participants, Board of Trustees 
composition task force, innovation in 
membership models task force, guests 
and liaisons and judicial task force. 

• Finally the Board approved funding 
($250,000) to support CDA’s 
participation in a healthcare coalition 
to address California’s healthcare 
funding concerns. The primary focus 
of the coalition will be protecting 
and expanding access to care for all 
Californians in our current health care 
system.

Next CDA Board of Trustees Meeting: 
March 9, 2018 

Trustee Reports

October 13, 2017
Highlights of the CDA Board of Trustees Meeting

December 7, 2017
Highlights of the CDA Board of Trustees Meeting

Adrian Carrington, DDS & Terry Jones, DDS
CDA Trustees
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Christopher Nunn
CA Insurance License #0F35798
MassMutual Northern California
2241 Douglas Boulevard, Suite 100
Roseville, CA 95661
916-878-3341
cnunn@financialguide.com

What you’ve built is worth protecting.

Insurance Representative of Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company (MassMutual), Springfield, MA 01111-0001, and its affiliated US 
Insurance companies. Local sales agencies are not subsidiaries of MassMutual or its affiliated companies. CRN201806-172248

MassMutual’s disability income insurance products help you 
protect your income in the event you become too ill or injured 
to work. Sacramento District Dental Society members receive 
a negotiated rate discount for Personal Disability coverage.

• Portable coverage
•  SDDS members receive a 25% unisex discount
•  Non-cancellable, guaranteed continuable coverage to age 65 

or age 67 provided premiums are paid on time
•  True Own Occupation coverage to age 65 or 67

Please contact Chris Nunn for any questions regarding the 
SDDS discounted rates, complimentary review, and other 
benefits offered to members.
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Construction Management
Remodels and Renovatoins
Tenant Improvements
New Construction

Reaching the Peak
in Building for the
Dental Industry

BlueNorthernBuilders.com  916.772.4192 CA Lic #820947

Best. Staff. Ever.
JOIN OUR TEAM!
Kids Care Dental & Orthodontics is a northern California 
based practice that offers comprehensive services including 
preventive dental care, orthodontics and oral surgery for every  

gap-toothed, mischievous, silly, giggly smile. 
Our doctors see only private-pay and PPO insured patients 
in beautiful private offices. And they enjoy competitive 
compensation with high earning potential and group benefits 
including group health, dental, vision, life/AD&D and medical 
malpractice insurance, a non-qualified deferred compensation 
plan, and a 401(k) savings plan.

KIDSCAREDENTAL . CO M

To learn more, or apply online, visit our website at

We are an equal opportunity employer.

KCD_SDDS_ad_041117.indd   1 4/12/17   11:43 AM
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As of January 1, 2018, employers are no longer 
allowed to ask job applicants about their salary 
history or past criminal convictions on job 
applications.    

AB168 prohibits all employers from asking 
job applicants for “salary history information,” 
which includes both compensation and 
benefits. This means employers can no longer 
ask questions about prior salary on a job 
application or in an interview.  The law does 
state that when an applicant “voluntarily and 
without prompting” discloses salary history 
information, an employer may rely upon the 
information in setting the applicant’s starting 
salary. CEA recommends you proceed with 
caution if want to rely upon volunteered 
information. The Fair Pay Act and other legal 
protections still apply.  

Additionally, AB168 requires employers to 
provide the pay scale for a position if the 
applicant requests it. This bill makes California 
the first jurisdiction in the country to require 
that employers provide applicants with the pay 
scale for a position, upon “reasonable request.”

AB 1008 makes it unlawful for an employer 
with 5 or more employees to include on an 
application for employment any question 
seeking disclosure of an applicant’s criminal 
history. Employers may not ask or consider 
conviction history until the applicant has 
received a conditional offer. They also may 
not consider, distribute, or disseminate 
information related to prior arrests, diversions, 
and convictions when conducting a criminal 
history background check.

The bill also requires an employer who 
intends to deny an applicant a position based 
solely or in part on the applicant’s conviction 
history to make an individualized assessment 

of the relationship between the conviction 
history and the specific duties of the job. The 
employer may decide to put the individualized 
assessment in writing, but it should consider 
the following factors:

• the nature and gravity of the offense or 
conduct,

• the time that has passed since the offense 
or conduct and completion of the 
sentence, and

• the nature of the job held or sought.

If an employer makes a preliminary decision 
not to hire based on the applicant’s conviction 
history, the employer must provide a written 
notification of the decision containing specific 
information, including an explanation of the 
applicant’s right to respond. The notification 
must contain the following:

• notice of the disqualifying conviction 
or convictions that are the basis for the 
preliminary decision to rescind the offer;

• a copy of the conviction history report, if 
any; and

• an explanation of the applicant’s right to 
respond to the notice of the employer’s 
preliminary decision before that decision 
becomes final and the deadline by which 
to respond.

The applicant has five business days to dispute 
the accuracy of the conviction history and may 
provide additional information. Employers are 
required to consider the information submitted 
by the applicant before making a final decision.

If in the end the employer decides not to hire 
the applicant based on the conviction history, 
the employer must notify the applicant of this 
in writing. It must also include notification 

of any existing procedures to challenge the 
decision with the employer and the right to 
file a complaint with the Department of Fair 
Employment and Housing (DFEH). An 
applicant may sue for the full range of FEHA 
damages available, including compensatory 
damages, attorney’s fees, and costs.

Use the SDDS HR Hotline if you need more 
information on either of these or any other new 
2018 Employment Laws. 

YOU
THE DENTIST, THE EMPLOYER

YOU ARE A DENTIST. You are also an 

employer. Employee evaluations, hiring 

and firing, labor laws and personnel files 

are an important part of that. This monthly 

column, will offer current employment 

law information pertinent to you —  

the dentist, the employer.

SDDS HR Hotline
NEW EXCLUSIVE NUMBER  
FREE TO SDDS MEMBERS!

888.784.4031

MEMBER

BENEFIT!

MAR

21
APR

24

Bras, Boyfriends,  
and Tattoos  
1 CEU, 20% • $40

 Alternate Workweek  
1 CEU, 20% • $40

HR Webinar  
Presented by Mari Bradford

One hour online and audio seminar you can 
listen to with co-workers while you have your 
lunch or while you are on the road. You will only 
need a telephone, cell phone and/or computer 
(computer not required). All you need to do is 
dial, listen and ask questions if you desire. 

HR WEBINARS NOW OFFERED AT 
TWO DIFFERENT TIMES:  

12:00–12:55pm AND 1:10-2:00pm

Sign up online at sdds.org

Limitations on Interview Questions
Reprinted with permission from California Employers Association
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YOU YOU ARE A DENTIST.  You’ve been 
to school, taken your Boards and settled 
into practice. End of story?

Not quite. Are you up to speed on tax 
laws, potential deductions and other 
important business issues?

In this monthly column, we will offer 
information pertinent to you, the dentist 
as the business owner.

THE DENTIST,                                         
THE BUSINESS OWNER

In today’s dental market, patients have more 
choices than ever before. High expectations 
and an inf lux of information means 
competition is fierce, leading to a marked 
shift in how practice owners attract and 
retain patients. 

Long gone are the days when patients 
chose their dentist based on static provider 
directories, word-of-mouth or the Yellow 
Pages. Today, consumers are highly 
connected and able to research online 
reviews, ratings and guides prior to making 
a dental or health care choice. 

The same can be said of case acceptance. With 
so many choices, patients no longer have to 
rely solely on their dentist’s recommendation 
to agree to treatment. They now have a 
near-endless supply of information at their 
fingertips as well as options for second 
opinions. 

To meet the needs of the changing consumer, 
dentists must employ new strategies. In the 
course of advising practices here in California, 
I see successful dentists going above and 
beyond to not only meet but to exceed 
patient expectations. At TDSC, we work to 
make customer service front-and-center in our 
member-clients’ business models. 

Forging relationships with patients is 
paramount to building trust, and trust 
is ultimately the key to case acceptance. 
But it goes beyond the individual dentist’s 
relationship with the patient; rather, the 

entire dental team must be on board for 
this strategy to succeed. If a team doesn’t 
understand the purpose of the practice’s case 
acceptance strategy, it is less likely to give the 
approach its all. 

Practice owners must ensure each member of 
the dental team is striving toward the same 
goals. I recommend each team starts the 
workday with a “huddle” to go over the prior 
day’s successes and prepare for the new day 
ahead. This is a good opportunity to reiterate 
shared purpose, the importance of each team 
member’s unique contribution and create a 
game plan for the day. 

Building trust can’t just rely on a one-time 
interaction. It begins with the very first 
phone call and follows through clinical 
evaluation, f inancial discussion and 
scheduling treatment. Every step of the way, 
staff should be focused on connecting with 
the patient and building rapport. 

Simple techniques such as answering the 
phone with a smile, greeting the patient 
by name or inquiring about a patient’s 
family can go a long way in forming strong 
relationships. Each staff member should 
listen to the patient and tailor the interaction 
to the patient’s unique needs. For example, 
offering a same-day appointment to a 
patient who is busy at work, or speaking 
in a calm and reassuring manner with a 
patient who experiences dental anxiety, 
strengthens the practice-patient relationship. 
It’s the relational approach rather than the 

procedural approach that sets the stage for a 
patient’s trust. 

Patients are more likely to accept the costs 
associated with their treatment plan if they 
understand the immediate and long-term 
benefits to their oral and overall health. 
Offering several financial options utilizing 
available resources (e.g., dental plan benefits, 
third-party financing, etc.) to offset the 
patient’s out-of-pocket expense may make 
case acceptance more likely. If the patient 
still declines treatment, staff should accept 
the decision without pressuring the patient 
and simply schedule the next hygiene 
appointment. Getting the patient back in 
the office increases the likelihood that he 
or she will eventually obtain the necessary 
treatment. 

Educating patients about the importance 
of proceeding with the proposed treatment 
plan creates an environment of trust between 
the dentist and the patient, reducing the 
need to resort to salesmanship. The reality is 
that case acceptance is about improved oral 
health outcomes for the patient.  

The Dentists Service Company 
specializes in group purchasing 
and practice management 
services, helping dentists practice 

on their own terms through supply savings 
and dedicated marketing, human resources 
and practice advising expertise. Learn more 
at tdsc.com.

Effective Case Presentation  
and Acceptance In The Dental Practice
Reprinted with permission from California Dental Association

By Ashlee Adams 
Strategic Counselor, TDSC
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Practice Acquisitions/Sales – Partnerships – Business Transactions – Lease Negotiations – Estate Planning – Transitions & Business Litigation
DSO – MSO – Practice Agreements – Associate Agreements – Wills/Trusts – Real Estate Acquisitions/Sales – Partnership Disputes

Specializing in:

TRUST your future 
with THE BEST!

• Over 35 Years of Experience Representing Dentists
• Represented over 6000 Dentists
•   On the Forefront of the changing issues 

 facing your profession
• 190 Dental Practice Transitions in 2016
• Chosen Legal Advisors to numerous dental Societies
• Providing services NATIONWIDE
•  The Chosen EXPERTS on Business Transactions 

 for Dentaltown

Call today for a free phone consultation

800-499-1474 

www.DentalAttorneys.com

FEBRUARY 23, 2018 • 1:30-4:30PM
“Practice Ownership - Are You Ready to Buy... or Sell?”

   Sacramento District Dental Society – Sacramento, CA
Jason P. Wood

MARCH 21, 2018 • 6:00-8:30PM
“Ask the Lawyers”

Sacramento District Dental Society – Sacramento, CA
Jason P. Wood

Upcoming Events



Committee Corner

Standing Committees
Ethics
Apr 23 • Sept 28

Nominating/Leadership 
Development
Feb 6 • Mar 12 

Peer Review Committee
TBA

Foundation
Foundation Board
Mar 19 • Jul 30 • Nov 14

Golf Tournament                                  
Apr 23

Other 
Sac Pac
TBA

CDA House of Delegates
Nov 9-11

Advisory Committees
Continuing Education Advisory
TBA

Mass Disaster/Forensics Advisory
Apr 17

Fluoridation Advisory
Yolo County
Schedule as needed

Nugget Editorial Advisory
Apr 25 • Sep 17

Strategic Plan Advisory 
Schedule as needed

Budget and Finance Advisory 
Schedule as needed

Bylaws Advisory
Schedule as needed

Legislative Advisory 
May 7 • Oct 8

Leadership 
Board of Directors
Jan 2 • Mar 13 • May 1 • Sep 4 • Nov 6

Executive Committee
Feb 2 • Apr 13 • Aug 3 • Oct 5 • Dec 7

Task Forces
Legal Issues
Apr 14 • Oct 8

Member Engagement 
Mar 12 • Apr 23

Member Recruitment
Mar 12 • Apr 23

2018 SDDS  
Committee Schedule

By Guy Acheson, DDS
1st Tooth or 1st Birthday Believer

Order your own 
custom magnet 

TODAY!
See insert for order form

More GREAT NEWS!  In December we presented our message of 
prevention of early childhood caries and establishing a dental home 
before the first birthday to a very large group.  HealthNet Physicians, 
Wellspace, the Sacramento Native American Clinic, and the 
Department of Health Care Services were all present in our fantastic 
SDDS office for First Tooth First Birthday.  Your SDDS is working hard 
to spread this important program.

G O E S  S T A T E W I D E !

Do you have 1st Tooth or 1st 
Birthday refrigerator magnets in 
your office? You should!

These magnets can be personalized with your 
own logo and phone number. Please help us 
spread the word about kids needing to visit 
the dentist early. 

Pass them out to your local physicians and 
pediatricians – even the OB-GYNs in your 
building! You can give them to you patients 
so they have your phone number on your 
refrigerator. And to your new parents and 
grandparents – they can all help us spread 
the word!

What’s coming next? 

Look for our 1st Tooth or 1st Birthday on bus 
tails, billboards and much more this summer. 

If our own member doctors can help us, we’d 
really appreciate it. Order your magnets today 
(see insert in the Nugget), and the design with 
your own logo is included in the price!  

OR1st
tooth

1st
birthday

YOUR NAME HERE! • YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION!

YOUR  
LOGO
HERE

 Every child should visit the dentist by…

© 2010 Sacramento District Dental Society
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In 2016, Burkhart Account Managers processed 

$4,989,258  
in coupons and free goods  

on behalf of our Supply Savings Guarantee clients.  

The Burkhart Supply Savings Guarantee Program  
can lower your supply costs — guaranteed.

Ask your Burkhart Account Manager  
to show you how.

GAIN CONTROL of Supply Overhead Costs

WE ARE A FULL SERVICE DENTAL DEALER:
Dental Supplies • Dental Equipment and Technology 

Service Maintenance and Repair • Practice Consulting
Office Design and Planning 916.784.8200 | 800.606.9836

www.burkhartdental.com
R WA 01/17

BURKHART OFFERS  
CHOICE

Located in the beautiful foothills of California, Costa Aesthetics is a modern, 
clean, sophisticated dental laboratory. As a full service production laboratory 
with a boutique flare, we emphasize on nature’s approach to an esthetic smile 
and work hard to ensure no detail is overlooked. 

Team up with Costa Aesthetics for unparalleled quality & world class customer 
service! Custom shades are offered on-site and our cad/cam department 
proudly accepts files from: ddx, itero & trios digital files

C O S T A - A E S T H E T I C S . C O M  |  9 1 6 . 4 0 7 . 2 5 0 0

LIGHTNING FAST TURN-AROUND TIMES WITH OUR ZENOTEC 5-AXIS MILLING MACHINE

PROUD MEMBERS OF
LOBBY CUSTOM SHADE ROOM CAD/CAM TECHNICIAN STATION
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Board Report

Carl Hillendahl, DDS 
Secretary

President Call To Order and 
Welcome 
President Delmore called the meeting to 
order at 6:05 pm and proclaimed this year’s 
theme: “Let’s make a difference!” Dr. Kodama 
expressed to the group that she was expecting 
an important phone call and acknowledged 
her conflict of interest. The Board agreed to 
waive the mandatory (DDD) “digital device 
disturbance” donation to the Foundation for 
Dr. Kodama at this meeting.

Secretary’s Report
Dr. Hillendahl reported that 2018 was the 
BEST YEAR EVER for member recruitment 
for SDDS. We have 126 new members this year. 
WHOO HOO! The market share lowered a bit 
to 79% and we have more work to do next year. 
Many dentists are moving to the Sacramento 
area and it will be our challenge (and, hopefully 
success!) to recruit as many as we can.

Treasurer’s Report
Dr. Judd presented the NOT FINAL 2017 
fiscal year end report. The year-2end will 
be presented at the March Board meeting. 
Tentatively, the 2017 year end looks to be a 
great year. Continuing Education Programs 
were very successful, including MidWinter 
Convention and our Business Forums 
attendance is up. Our non dues revenue 
continues to be more than half of our budget 
and dues the balance. It was approved to do 
the following:

• Contribute to the SDDS employee 401 
retirement plans

• Make a contribution to the SDDS 
Foundation in the amount of $10,000

• Any surplus for the year will be 
transferred to the operations and 
building funds in March

Executive Director’s Report
Cathy Levering reported on the following:

• With the ADA and CDA bylaw changes 
regarding membership, SDDS will be 
revising the bylaws accordingly. The 
major change is removing the licensure 
requirement for membership. However, 
members must have a dental degree from 
an accredited school.

• New member discounts begin for 2018 
and new dentists will have free dues for 
two years; this is for ADA, CDA and 
SDDS.

• The Committee Chair / Liaison and 
Leadership Training meeting is January 
8th.  All committee chairs will be 
attending and it will be a great way 
for liaisons to support the chairs and 
committees. The goal of the meeting is… 
“How does your committee fit into the 
Strategic Plan?”   This is all part of our 
leadership training program and lots of 
new recruits will be attending!

Action Items
The following action items were approved by 
the Board:

• Check signers were approved

• Drs. Kevin Keating and Beverly Kodama 
were appointed to replace the two Board 
vacancies

• Task force chairs, committee chairs, 
committee liaisons, Board / County 
representation assignments were approved

• The 2018 LDC / Nominating Committee 
members were approved
Chair: Nancy Archibald; 
By position: Bryan Judd, Margaret 
Delmore 
Past President: Gary Ackerman 
Board Members: Hana Rashid, Lisa 
Laptalo
At Large Members: Jennifer Drew, Matt 
Comfort, Gabrielle Rasi 

Old Business
• The Strategic Plan was reviewed and 

committees and task force assignments 
were made.

• The Member Engagement and Member 
Recruitment task forces have their 
assignments and work will begin in 
January.

• The Legal Issues task force will be 
presented with a list of agenda items to 
investigate in 2018.

• The current list of nonmembers from 
CDA was presented to the Board. It 
is our goal to reduce this list of 400 
nonmember dentists down to 300, 
locating non practicing dentists (i.e. 
retired), dentists out of the area, and those 
“non recruitable”.

• The Board  and SDDS staff has been 
assigned names to research in the effort to 
maintain the 80% market share. SDDS 
staff will work hard for the next 3 months 
to retain existing members. 

New Business… New Ideas 
• Dr. Keating spoke about the status of a 

proposed for-profit California Northstate 
Dental School to be located in the 
Sacramento area. California Northstate 
University has a Medical school that 
started in 2015 and a Pharmacy school as 
well. Starting a for-profit Dental school 
for California Northstate University 
seems like a natural progression. 

• Dr. Judd was awarded a check for $400 
for being selected in the “member 
get a member” drawing at SDDS. 
Congratulations Dr. Judd.

Trustee’s Report
Dr. Jones said that we were lucky to have Dr. 
Keating on the Board again as he can relate 
to his CDA experiences and provide us with 
insider perspectives for what is happening at 

January 2, 2018
Highlights of the Board Meeting
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Star Group Global Refining . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
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the CDA level. CDA Board met prior to the House in October at 
which time they looked at ADA business model projections of market 
segmentations and member expectations with the ADA Brand. 
ADA is trying to change its brand looking for stronger commitment 
from national membership. They also discussed the CDA Strategic 
Plan at that meeting which was brought forward to the House and 
approved. The CDA Executive Director management objectives were 
developed and approved. The Trustees ratified providing funds for 
various memorial scholarships and fire disaster relief for the northern 
California fires.  

Closing Announcements 
• General meeting in March – PLEASE NOTE… the March 

meeting is the FIRST TUESDAY (not the second) - because of 
room availability at the Hilton.

• SFK - The next two weeks, we have Smiles for Kids, 12,000 were 
screened and, because of other programs going on out there, we 
are placing only 250 kids, which is great. Our puppet show is a 
big hit and the staff is meeting with the 20 SFK sites on 1/3/2017. 
We are going to establish an “ortho lite” program to place kids 
that don’t qualify for full ortho in programs to provide space 
maintainers and other services that DentiCal does not cover.

• Crowns for Kids – this year, $28,000 was raised from the 
“Crowns for Kids” program. 

• Donations - $2500 came from Sutter Foundation and United 
Concordia gave $3000 for Smiles for Kids, however we were 
denied on all grants we applied for (5 of them!)

• MidWinter is coming up on Feb 22 and 23 so be there, please!

Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 8:15pm

Next Board Meeting: 
March 13, 2018 at 6pm                            

Future Board Meetings: 
May 1, 2018 
September 4, 2018 
November 6, 2018

It is the mission of the Sacramento 
District Dental Society to be the 
recognized source for serving its 

members and for enhancing the oral 
health of the community.
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ERNESTO BORGARDS, DDS
General Dentistry Consultant
(805) 338-2938
11155 International Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

Dr. Borgards earned his dental degree from UCLA 
School of Dentistry in 1983, and is a consultant with 
Delta Dental in Rancho Cordova.

NINO KOBAKHIDZE, DDS
General Practitioner 
(415) 939-0994
Pending Office Address

Dr. Kobakhidze earned her dental degree from UOP 
Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry in 2016.

JAMES LAI, DDS
General Practitioner
(916) 331-4781
5215 Garfield Ave
Sacramento, CA 95841-3101

Dr. Lai earned his dental degree from the University 
of Illinois at Chicago in 2007.  He currently practices 
in Sacramento.

KACY LANE, DDS
General Practitioner
(707) 342-2870
8191 Timberlake Way Ste 100
Sacramento, CA 95823

Dr. Lane earned her dental degree at the University of 
Michigan in 2010 and works at KidsCare Dental in 
Sacramento. Fun Fact: Dr. Lane speaks French and 
collects Lego architecture pieces.

MIGNON MAPANAO, DMD
General Practitioner
(916) 824-8711
5752 Lonetree Blvd.
Rocklin, CA 95765

Dr. Mapanao earned her dental degree at the 
University of the East in 1989. 

Pending Applicants:
Kenechukwu Eze, DDS
Miguel Guerra Olvera, DDS - returning
Gina Salatino, DMD
Haitham Sami, DDS

New Members February 
2018

TOTAL 
MEMBERSHIP
(as of 1/18/18:)

1,720

TOTAL ACTIVE MEMBERS: 
1,359

TOTAL RETIRED 
MEMBERS: 258

TOTAL DUAL 
MEMBERS: 5

TOTAL AFFILIATE 
MEMBERS: 15

TOTAL STUDENT/ 
PROVISIONAL
MEMBERS: 11

TOTAL CURRENT 
APPLICANTS: 4

TOTAL DHP 
MEMBERS: 62

TOTAL NEW 
MEMBERS FOR 2018: 4

MARKET 
SHARE:
80.7%

RETENTION RATE: 94.6%
ENGAGEMENT RATE: 90%

SDDS is partnering with the CDA and ADA 
for the 2018 MGAM Promotion! Each month, 
until November 2018, SDDS will have a 
drawing for members who recruit new 
members. Here’s how it works:

• When a potential member completes an 
application, they list who referred the for 
membership (hoping it will be YOU!)

• If your name is listed as the referring 
doctor, you will be entered into the SDDS 
drawing for a $25 Amazon gift card.

• The referring doctor will also receive 
$100 cash from CDA and $100 
American Express card from ADA.  
That’s $200 folks!

• All referring members will be placed into 
the GRAND PRIZE DRAWING at the end 
of November. The prize? SDDS will pay 
your SDDS dues for 2019!

Good luck – start recruiting!

Member Get A Member

WELCOME
to SDDS’s 
new members, 
transfers and 
applicants.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS:
SDDS (doctor’s line)  .  .  .  .  . (916) 446-1227

ADA   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . (800) 621-8099

CDA   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . (800) 736-8702

CDA Contact Center  .  .  . (866) CDA-MEMBER

  (866-232-6362)

CDA Practice Resource Ctr  .  . cdacompass.com
TDIC Insurance Solutions  . (800) 733-0633

Denti-Cal Referral .  .  .  .  .  .  . (800) 322-6384

Central Valley 
Well Being Committee  .  .  . (559) 359-5631

Congratulations                                             
to Our New Retired Members! 
Raymond Spore DDS
Robert H. Sharp, DDS
Brain Steele, DDS



Sacramento Periodontic Practice For Sale:  Owner seeking to transition from 
this established practice within close proximity to many general dentist 
referral sources. Owner averages nearly $1,200,000 in annual collections
with an average adjusted net income well in excess of $500,000.  The owner 
and loyal staff look forward to working with the buyer of this practice to 
ensure a successful transition. Interested prospects should send a cover 
letter and current CV by email to molinelli@aol.com or call 650-347-5346.

      

KEEP UP TO DATE...
on all of our upcoming events 

by liking us on Facebook!
facebook.com/sddsandf/

For a full calendar of all of 
the SDDS events head to 

sdds.org, to the Continuing 
Education tab and choose 

Calendar!

Getting faster 
Internet, phone 
and TV from 
one place.
My Dental Office
can’t object
to that.

Restrictions apply. Not available in all areas. Call for details. 
© Comcast 2017. All rights reserved.

A full range of services, 
all from one provider.

Whether it’s helping your 
business run more smoothly 
or delivering a better client 
experience, our Internet, WiFi, 
phone, and TV can raise the 
bar for any business.

Visit comcastbusiness.com
or call Lisa Geraghty at (916) 817-9284

Tooth Fairies “fly” to SFK and public events, schools and 
other locations to provide dental health education to children. 
Whether it’s in person, or on the phone through the Tooth 
Fairy Hotline (916-446-1310), area children learn valuable 
dental health information and tips from the SDDF Tooth 
Fairies. Have you seen one lately?

We also have Tooth Fairy Hotline bookmarks, send us an email 
to sdds@sdds.org if you’d like some in your office. Sacramento District Dental 

Society & Foundation

Need a dentist? Call for a referral!(916) 446-1211

“Teef”
Several years agoI lost my teef,To candy bars andwedged-in beef.If I had flossedjust once a day,I could have keptthe plaque away.If after every mealI had brushed,I would not needmy food pre-crushed.So see your dentist,‘cuz it’s a bummer,To go through lifea grinning gummer.

— John Knight

Sacramento District Dental 

Society & Foundation

Listen for FREE to 

our educational 

monthly messages!

(916) 446-1310

T�th Fairy 

A CALL TODAY!
Hotline

GIVE THETooth Fairy Dental  
Education Program
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We’re Blowing 
 your horn!
Congratulations to...
Dean Ahmad, DDS, FICOI, DABP, for becoming President-
Elect for the Western Society of Periodontology. This is one of 
the largest periodontal organizations in North America! (1)

Greg Tuttle, DDS, on being featured on DentalTown’s 
Dentistry Uncensored Podcast with Howard Farran! He spoke of 
his anesthesia techniques and more! He will be speaking at our 
upcoming April General Meeting on Lower Molar Anesthesia: 
The New Game Changer, make sure you get signed up today! 
(graphic from DentalTown.com) (2)

Chirag Vaid, DDS, on becoming the incoming President for 
the Academy of General Dentistry - Sacramento Sierra Chapter! 

1

2

LET US KNOW YOUR NEWS!

Get married? Pass your boards? Got published? Let us know 
your good news and we will feature it in "Blowing Your Horn." 

Send us your news to sdds@sdds.org to let everyone know 
about the great things that are happening!

Harry Wong Community 
Service Award Recipient...

3

Stephen Casagrande DDS, received the Harry Wong 
Community Service Award at the January General Meeting! 
This award is presented to a Sacramento District Dental 
Society member who has shown outstanding achievement in 
community service. The namesake of this award was a tireless 
volunteer in dentistry and in his/her community. The award is 
given based upon any type of community service that involves 
dental care, prevention, education, or volunteer service to non-
dental charitable, religious, or civic activities. Dr. Casagrande 
is recognized for his tireless efforts serving on the Dental Board 
of California (and helped develop the licensure by credential 
process !). He also serves his community as in the Reserves, most 
recently working to help the fires in Santa Rosa and floods in 
Santa Barbara. Congratulations, Dr. Casagrande! (3)
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SPOTLIGHTS:SPOTLIGHTS:

About Kulzer Dental US – Giving a Hand to Oral Health

Your hands transform patients’ lives. Through restorative and esthetic 
treatments, you provide patients with beautiful smiles, self-esteem and 
improved quality of life. 

The whole team, from dental laboratory to dental office, deserve 
materials that meet the highest quality standards.

It is our mission to support your daily work with innovative and reliable 
products that offer added value. 

Kulzer also collaborates with health care providers, researchers and 
academic institutions to support community wellbeing and overall oral 
health. To that end, Kulzer is a corporate supporter of the National 
Children’s Oral Health Foundation, a nonprofit organization that 
provides access to care for thousands of underserved children, and 
the Breast Cancer Research Foundation.

Kulzer is also one of the leading dental alloy refiners in North America 
with over 50 years’ experience.

Products and Services:  
• Dedicated local business bankers to assist you
• Conventional and SBA loans for dental practices
• Up to 100% financing for practice acquisitions, practice buy-ins, 

equipment and tenant improvements 
• Business lines of credit  
• Merchant processing

Christina Vetter
christina.vetter@kulzer-dental.com

KulzerUS.com

Fechter & Company, CPAs is a full-service accounting firm located 
in Sacramento, California providing a broad range of services to a 
number of industries. 

Products and Services:  
• Income tax preparation and planning
• Financial and business consulting
• Succession planning
• IRS audit representation

Benefits or Special Pricing for SDDS Members:
1-hour free consult, analysis of your overall tax situation, basic 
recommendations.

Craig Fechter, CPA
cfechter@fechtercpa.com

FechterCPA.com

Pacific Dental Services (PDS®) provides business support services to 
dental practices so that the owner dentists can focus on their patients 
rather than running a business. PDS currently supports more than 430 
dental practices in 16 states.

Products and Services:  
PDS partners with owner dentists to provide support services so 
that practices run more smoothly. This innovative business model is 
known as PRIVATE PRACTICE +®. Services include: legal, insurance, 
marketing and advertising, HR, recruiting, IT, payroll, accounting, and 
more. 

Benefits or Special Pricing for SDDS Members:
Benefits of the PRIVATE PRACTICE + model include: excellent income 
and benefits, ownership opportunities for associates, balanced lifestyle, 
mentorship, continuing education programs, and fully digitized practices 
equipped with CEREC CAD/CAM, intraoral cameras, soft tissue lasers 
and digital charts/x-rays.

Mindy Giffin
giffinm@pacden.com

PacificDentalServices.com

All full-service tax & accounting practice, working solely with dental 
practices. Here’s what makes Integrated Accounting Solutions unique:
• All-inclusive service. Everything you need for a low, flat rate. No 

unexpected bills!
• Guaranteed quick responses. If it takes you several phone calls 

or emails to hear back from your CPA, they don’t have time for you! 
We retain a low number of clients to ensure you receive exceptional 
service and get answers when you need them.

• Proactive tax planning. Every transaction is viewed through the 
lens of taxes, and we keep your projection updated year-round. 
If you’ve ever been surprised by a tax bill in April, you’re receiving 
inadequate service.

• Net Zero Billing. Our goal is for our low fees to be far-exceeded by 
our tax-saving strategies. We want to add value to your business!

Products and Services:  
• Bookkeeping- your books kept up to date daily, and reports  

sent monthly
• Payroll- direct deposit, all tax filings, W-2s, 1099s, & HR Support
• Business tax returns, Annual tax projection, and Year-round 

tax planning
• Quarterly management financial reports & metrics
• Corporate minutes, Secretary of State filing, County business 

property tax return
• UNLIMITED Support with guaranteed response times!

Benefits or Special Pricing for SDDS Members:
• Free, no obligation consultation to review your books, payroll, 

and taxes

Dave Sholer, CPA, MBA
dsholer@cpa.com

OnlyDentalCPA.com
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Burkhart Dental Supply
Dawn Dietrich, Business  
Development Manager
916.784.8200
burkhartdental.com
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Analgesic Services, Inc.
Geary Guy, VP / Steve Shupe, VP
888.928.1068
asimedical.com
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04

DESCO Dental Equipment
Tony Vigil, President
916.259.2838
descodentalequipment.com
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Wood & Delgado
Patrick J. Wood, Esq., Jason Wood, 
Esq., Marc Ettinger, Esq
800.499.1474
dentalattorneys.com
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Kulzer, LLC
Christina Vetter
408.649.8921
heraeusdentalusa.com
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Western Practice Sales
Tim Giroux, DDS, President 
John Noble, MBA
800.641.4179
westernpracticesales.com
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CA Employers Association
Kim Gusman, Executive VP 
Mari Bradford, HR Hotline
800.399.5331
employers.org
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Integrity Practice Sales
Brian Flanagan
855.337.4337
integritypracticesales.com
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of The Great West

Professional Practice Sales
Ray Irving
415.899.8580
PPSsellsDDS.com
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BPE Law Group, PC
Keith B. Dunnagan - Senior Attorney 
Linda Lewis
916.966.2260
bpelaw.com/dental-law
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Olson Construction, Inc.
David Olson
209.366.2486
olsonconstructioninc.com
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Blue Northern Builders, Inc.
Morgan Davis / Lynda Doyle
916.772.4192
bluenorthernbuilders.com
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GP Development Inc.
Gary Perkins
916.332.2300
gpdevelopmentcorp.com
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Patterson Dental
Roy Fruehauf, Branch Manager
800.736.4688

pattersondental.com
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DENTAL

Henry Schein Dental
Mark Lowery, Regional Sales 
Manager
916.626.3002
henryschein.com
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Pacific Dental Services
Mindy Giffin
916.705.4515
pacificdentalservices.com
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Comcast Business                   
Lisa Geraghty
916.817.9284
lisa_geraghty@cable.comcast.com
business.comcast.com
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The Foundation for Allied 
Dental Education
LaDonna Drury-Klein
916.358.3825
thefade.org
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Kids Care Dental
Debbie Day
916.661.5754

kidscaredental.com
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we love
our Vendor  
Members!
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Costa Aesthetics 
Laboratory
Nicole Costa
916.934.8250
costa-aesthetics.com
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Star Group Global  
Refining
Jim Ryan, Sales Consultant
800.333.9990
stargrouprefining.com
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Brasseler
Mark Ellenburg
916.276.6224
shop.brasselerusa.com
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THIS  
COULD 
BE YOU!
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Resource Staffing 
Group
Debbie Kemper
916.993.4182
resourcestaff.com
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Fechter & Company
Craig Fechter, CPA
916.333.5360
fechtercpa.com
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First US Community 
Credit Union
Gordon Gerwig,  
Business Services Mgr
916.576.5650
firstus.org
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Mann, Urrutia, Nelson, CPAs
John Urrutia, CPA, Partner
Chris Mann, CPA, CFP, Partner
916.774.4208
muncpas.com
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Ameriprise Financial —
The Chandler Group
Thomas Chandler
916.789.9393, ext. 03197
ameripriseadvisors.com
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American Pacific Mortgage
Jason Mata
800.455.0986
dentalmortgage.com
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The Dentists  
Insurance Company
Chris Stafford
800.733.0633
tdicsolutions.com
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Access Dental Plan
Alisha Hightower
916.679.7001
premierlife.com
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Integrated Accounting  
Solutions
Dave Sholer, CPA, MBA
530.231.5286 
OnlyDentalCPA.com
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LIBERTY Dental Plan
Danielle Cannarozzi
800.703.6999
libertydentalplan.com
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CareCredit
Angela Martinez
714.434.4508
carecredit.com
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MassMutual Northern 
California
Christopher Nunn, Financial Advisor
916.878.3341
northerncalifornia.massmutual.com
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SDDS started the Vendor Member program in 2002 to provide resources for our members. No, Vendor Members are not exclusive, and we 
definitely have some competitive companies who are Vendor Members. But our goal is to give SDDS members resources that would best 
serve their needs. We suggest that members reach out to our Vendor Members and see what is a best “fit” for their practice and lifestyle.

We currently have 40 Vendor Members. They pay $3,900 per year; that includes a booth at Midwinter, three tables at General Meetings, 
advertising in The Nugget, and much more. Our goal is to provide Vendor Members with the opportunity to connect with and serve our 
members. We realize that you have a choice for vendors and services; we only hope that you give our Vendor Members first consideration. 
The Vendor Members program and the income SDDS receives from this program helps to keep your dues low. It is a wonderful source of 
non-dues revenue and allows us to provide yet another member benefit. Additionally, we reach out to our Vendor Members for articles for 
The Nugget (nonadvertising!). 

Our Vendor Members are financial, investment and insurance companies, legal consultants, dental equipment and supply companies, media 
and marketing companies, hr consultants, construction companies, billing consultants, practice sales and brokers, practice resource and 
staffing consultants, technology, HIPAA and security consultants, and even our Crowns for Kids refining partner! 

SDDS VENDOR MEMBERSHIP SUPPORT IS A WIN-WIN RELATIONSHIP!

Banner Bank
Shannon Mitchell, VP, Business 
Banking Officer
916.648.3470 
bannerbank.com
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US Bank
Tom Collopy
916.924.4546 
usbank.com
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Swiss Monkey
Christine Sison
916.500.4125
swissmonkey.co
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we love
our Vendor  
Members!
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SIGN UP 5 STAFF, GET THE 6TH FREE! • COURSE INFORMATION AND OTHER CONVENTION CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE SENT VIA EMAIL.

 

Classified Ads

Selling your practice? Need an associate? Have office space to lease? SDDS member dentists get one complimentary, professionally related classified ad 
per year (30 word maximum). For more information on placing a classified ad, please call the SDDS office at 916.446.1227.

Endodontist - Sacramento's premier multi specialty 
practice is looking to add an endodontist to serve our 
growing referral base. Beautiful offices (conebeam 
equipped) and an amazing support team. Generous 
daily and/or percent of production. Email CV to  
derekb@sacvalleyspecialists.com   1/18 

Start own practice affordably in popular Downtown 
Sacramento. Newly equipped dental office for rent; 
3 operatories, $300/day or better monthly rate. Best 
value!!! 916-847-7015 text only.   12/17

Sacramento City College is looking to hire a faculty dentist 
for the dental hygiene program. As the clinic supervising 
dentist, you will conduct patient screening exams, 
work with students in clinic, and provide supervision 
for advanced duties (anesthesia, STC, nitrous-oxide 
oxygen sedation, and ITR). Senior clinics are 8am-5pm 
on Monday and Wednesday. Junior clinics 8am-noon on 
Tuesdays. We are looking to interview for this position 
the first 2 weeks in December. Please contact Dr. 
Melissa Fellman for further information. 916-558-2096, 
fellmam@scc.losrios.edu.   12/17

WELLSPACE HEALTH ORGANIZATION (an FQHC) 
is taking applications for fill-in/part-time/full-time 
dentists. Send your resume/CV to eljohnson@
wellspacehealth.org. 01/15 

Kids Care Dental & Orthodontics seeks Dentists to 
join our teams in the greater Sacramento and greater 
Stockton areas. We believe when kids grow up enjoying 
the dentist, healthy teeth and gums will follow. As 
the key drivers of our mission—to give every kid a 
healthy smile—our dentists, orthodontists and oral 
surgeons exhibit a genuine love of children and teeth. 
A good fit for our culture means you are also honest, 
playful, lighthearted, approachable, hardworking, and 
compassionate. Patients love us...come find out why! 
Send your resume to talent@kidscaredental.com. 06-7/17

Zeiss Pico Microscope for sale $17,000 (cost new would 
be $30,000). Upgraded Xenon light. Excellent optics and 
condition, wall mount included. Professional installation 
available. Call Dr. Koehn @ 916-941-9888 or email: 
eldoradoendo@yahoo.com.   1/18

(4) Dental assisting carts.  6 drawer mobile $150 ea. 
(3) Mobile computer carts $100 ea. Contact Letty @ 
530-753-4530.   1/18

MONEY IS WALKING OUT THE DOOR. Have implants 
placed in your office and keep the profits. Text name 
and address 916-769-1098. 12/14

LEARN HOW TO PLACE IMPLANTS IN YOUR OFFICE OR 
MINE. Mentoring you at your own pace and skill level. 
Incredible practice growth. Text name and address to  
916-952-1459. 04/12

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

FOR LEASEEMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
CON'T

Dental Suite 2936 sq. ft., in Auburn, For Lease or 
Sale. 8 operatories, lab, business, staff lounge, ADA 
compliant. Excellent location for dentist, orthodontist, 
or other specialist. Contact 530-613-8467  1/18

Elegant, furnished dental suite (2000 sq. ft) Located 
in custom East Sacramento dental building w/on-site 
parking. All upscale amenities including 4 operatories, 
lab, business office, private Drs. Office w/full bath, 
plus bonus room w/storage. Long-term lease available. 
For apt. or further info call 916-346-0041 and leave 
message. 1/18

EXCLUSIVE, PRIVATE DENTAL SUITE; 1200 sq. 
ft., completely remodeled w/upscale amenities: 
3 operatories, lab, reception, business office w/
breakroom, private Doctor's office w/bath. Suite is 
located in a custom dental building w/on-site parking 
and handicapped access near Country Club Center. If 
requested, owner will furnish finish equipment upfront: 
amortize over long term lease (5-10 years). For appt. 
or further info, call 916-346-0041  5/16

SACRAMENTO DENTAL COMPLEX has one small suite 
which can be equipped for immediate occupancy. Two 
other suites total 1630 sq. ft which can be remodeled 
to your personal office design with generous tenant 
improvements. 2525 K Street. Please call for details: 
916-448-5702.  10/11

Kids Care Dental & Orthodontics seeks Orthodontists 
to join our teams in the greater Sacramento and 
greater Stockton areas. We believe when kids grow up 
enjoying the dentist, healthy teeth and gums will follow. 
As the key drivers of our mission—to give every kid 
a healthy smile—our dentists, orthodontists and oral 
surgeons exhibit a genuine love of children and teeth. 
A good fit for our culture means you are also honest, 
playful, lighthearted, approachable, hardworking, and 
compassionate. Patients love us...come find out why! 
Send your resume to talent@kidscaredental.com. 06-7/17

SDDS member dentists can 
place classified ads

FOR FREE!
MEMBERBENEFIT!

To place an ad in The Nugget Classifieds, 
visit www.sdds.org/NUGGET.html
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To avoid duplication, either scan and fax (916.447.3818) OR mail your registration form OR register online at www.sdds.org. 

ONE REGISTRATION FORM PER ATTENDEE  Please print clearly. This information will be used to print name badges.

Attendee Name:    Title/Degree: 

Member Dentist’s Name:    ADA #: 

Office Address: 

City:    State:    Zip: 

Phone:     Fax:    Email: 

FEES (circle the rate for the above attendee) EARLY REGULAR ONSITE

INCLUDES FOOD! (on or before NOV. 1) (on or before JAN. 15) (after JAN. 15)

Dentists (ADA Members) $350 $399 $425

Dentists (ADA Members) — ONE DAY ONLY

 Thursday ONLY      Friday ONLY

$285 $325 $350

SDDS DHP Members $179 $189 $209

Auxiliary/Spouse (ADA Member*) 
* if doctor is attending

$199 $209 $219 

Auxiliary/Spouse (ADA Member**) 
** if doctor is NOT attending

$209 $219 $229 

Dentist (Non-ADA Members) $700 $800 $900

Auxiliary/Spouse (of Non-ADA Member) $300 $350 $400

Lab Technicians $300 $350 $400

Expo Only (No Meals)  
Limited Hours for Expo Only Registrants 

Th 1:30–5:30pm • Fr 8:00–10:45am

complimentary complimentary complimentary

Expo Only (No Meals) (Non-ADA Members) $100/day $125/day $150/day

PAYMENT METHOD:        Check Enclosed              Bill Me (SDDS Members only)            MasterCard              Visa                     TOTAL:  $ 

 Card #:     -     -     -           Exp. Date:   /  

Cardholder Name:        3-digit Security Code:   

Billing Address: 

Please make checks payable to Sacramento District Dental Society (SDDS) 
2035 Hurley Way, Ste 200 • Sacramento, CA 95825 • 916.446.1227 ph • 916.447.3818 fx • www.sdds.org

*Individual email preferred (not main office email)

REFUND/CANCELLATION POLICY: Cancellations 
received in writing by December 31, 2017 will 
receive a full refund less $25 per registrant 
processing fee. Cancellations received after this 
date are nonrefundable, but substitutions will be 
allowed. There will be no refund for “No Shows” 
or for registrations made after this date.

Full Convention 
Registration Includes:

All Food and 
Refreshments

All Courses

Expo Floor Full Access

We don't Hula around!
SDDS has the best  
CE courses in town!
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE

SIGN UP 5 STAFF, GET THE 6TH FREE! • COURSE INFORMATION AND OTHER CONVENTION CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE SENT VIA EMAIL.



For more calendar info and to sign up for 
courses ONLINE, visit: www.sdds.org

22 Lunch & Learn 
Knock, Knock: It’s the Dental Board   
Terri Lane (Former Chief of Enforcement, 
Dental Board of CA)     
11:30am / SDDS Office 

23 Continuing Education 
Creating Endodontic Excellence   
Cliff Ruddle, DDS    
8:30am / SDDS Office 

13 Peer Review Meeting 
6:00pm / SDDS Office 

14 Dentists Do Broadway 
Book of Mormon 

19 Foundation Board Meeting 
6:15pm / SDDS Office 

21 HR Webinar 
Bras, Boyfriends, and Tattoos  
California Employers Association 
12–12:55pm / 1:15–2:00pm / Telecom 

Business Forum 
Ask the Lawyers – All the Legal 
Questions You Want to Know, but Are 
Afraid to Ask!  
Panel of Experts 
6:30pm / SDDS Office 

MARCH
6 General Membership Meeting 

Mindfulness: It Will Change Your Life… 
and Your Practice 
Mark Abramson, DDS  
Hilton Sacramento Arden West 
5:45pm Social / 6:45pm 
Dinner & Program

12 Leadership Development Meeting 
6:00pm / SDDS Office 

 Member Engagement Task Force Meeting 
6:00pm / SDDS Office 

 Member Recruitment Task Force Meeting 
6:00pm / SDDS Office 

13 Board Meeting 
6:00pm / SDDS Office 

ARE YOU REGISTERED FOR THE GENERAL MEETING?

MAR

6

TUESDAY
5:45PM-9PM

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

SDDS CALENDAR OF EVENTS

PRSRT STD

US POSTAGE

PAID

PERMIT NO. 557

SACRAMENTO, CA2035 Hurley Way, Suite 200 • Sacramento, CA 95825
916.446.1211 • www.sdds.org

General Meeting: Guest Night
3 CEU, CORE • $69

Mindfulness: It Will Change Your Life… 
And Your Practice
Presented by Dr. Mark Abramson 

Course Objectives:

• You will learn your daily activities can become more joyful and for filling experiences 
leaving to health and happiness

• Learn how to stimulate the “relaxation response” and take control of your physiology

• Learn how to work with your patients fear and stress

5:45pm: Social & Table Clinics 
6:45pm: Dinner & Program

Hilton Sacramento Arden West  
(2200 Harvard Street, Sac)

Bring a non-member 
guest at member pricing

Save the Date for the 38th Annual Midwinter Convention & Expo • February 22-23, 2018

CE

CE

CE

CE

CE

Note 1st Tuesday!


